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Abstract
Anyanwu, Matthew N. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2010. Enhancement
of Churn Prediction Algorithms. Major Professor: Sajjan Shiva, Ph.D.
Customer churn can be described as the process by which consumers of goods and ser-
vices discontinue the consumption of a product or service and switch over to a competitor.
It is of great concern to many companies. Thus, decision support systems are needed to
overcome this pressing issue and ensure good return on investments for organizations. De-
cision support systems use analytical models to provide the needed intelligence to analyze
an integrated customer record database to predict customers that will churn and offer recom-
mendations that will prevent them from churning [32]. Customer churn prediction, unlike
most conventional business intelligence techniques, deals with customer demographics, net
worth-value, and market opportunities. It is used in determining customers who are likely
to churn, those likely to remain loyal to the organization, and for prediction of future churn
rates. Customer defection is naturally a slow rate event, and it is not easily detected by most
business intelligent solutions available in the market; especially when data is skewed, large,
and distinct. Thus, accurate and precise prediction methods are needed to detect the churning
trend. In this study, a churn model that applies business intelligence techniques to detect
the possibility that a customer will churn using churn trend analysis of customer records is
proposed. The model applies clustering algorithms and enhanced SPRINT decision tree al-
gorithms to explore customer record database, and identify the customer profile and behavior
patterns. The Model then predicts the possibility that a customer will churn. Additionally,
v
it offers solutions for retaining customers and making them loyal to a business entity by
recommending customer-relationship management measures.
vi
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Customer churn is the loss of clients to business competitors. It occurs because of keen com-
petition in the market environment. Thus organizations need to adopt strategies that will win
their customers over and make them loyal. In this study we propose a decision support model
which uses analytical models to provide the needed intelligence to analyze an integrated cus-
tomer record database to predict customers that will churn and offer recommendations that
will prevent them from churning as the cost of winning new customers is far more than the
cost of retaining them [32]. Also, it is very difficult and tasking to win back the customers
that have been lost to a competitor. Most business intelligence solutions available in the mar-
ket (see sections 2.1.4.1 and 2.1.3.2) were reviewed and analyzed, then it was discovered that
they are not well suited for churn prediction, especially when the data is skewed, large, and
distinct. Also, churning generally is of low occurrence in nature which makes it difficult for
most Business Intelligence(BI) solutions to detect it.
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The proposed model builds a churn algorithm that utilizes the database back-end and
Structured Query Language (SQL) query rules to explore and analyze customer data records.
The model first integrates all the data used for business activity into one common source us-
ing data warehousing techniques, and performs churn trend analysis on the customer records
to produce customer profile and behavior patterns. Enhanced Data mining techniques are
then applied to predict the likelihood that a customer will churn and offer solutions on how
to manage the customers, which will lead to a high return on investment to a business entity.
The proposed churn model includes business intelligence techniques, data warehousing tech-
niques, clustering, and enhanced decision tree algorithms, among others. The functionalities
of a SPRINT decision tree algorithm, which are scalability and fastness in data modeling
are exploited. Also, the SPRINT algorithm is enhanced to enable it to detect churn trend
movement by improving its attribute splitting ability. Getting organizations to release their
transaction data in testing our proposed model was difficult. We used data from Microsoft
retail data mining records (Table 6.1); financial bank data records from De Paul University,
data resource (Table 6.2) as described in section 6.3.1; medical data records from V.A. Med-
ical Center, Long Beach; Cleveland Clinic Foundation (Table 6.3); [26] and some randomly
generated data.
The validation of the model is in two phases. In the first phase we developed a system that
validate the result of the clustering algorithms using different validity measures. A literature
survey was conducted on all the available validity measures. The experimental analysis of
cluster validity measures and survey analysis showed that Dunn’s cluster validity measure In-
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dex is preferred among the internal measures, while the Rand cluster validity measure Index
is preferred among the external measures, but Dunn’s Index is the preferred cluster validity
measure when both internal and external cluster validity measures are compared. In the sec-
ond phase of the model validation process, the data sets was divided into training and test
sets. The test data sets are used in validating the result of the enhanced decision tree algo-
rithm. Experiments on how to determine the performance of our proposed algorithms when
compared with other common decision tree algorithms was conducted. A comparative anal-
ysis of our proposed algorithm with other decision tree algorithms with respect to customer
churn prediction using the retail, medical and financial bank data sets shows a classifica-
tion accuracy above 90% and a good improvement of other classification accuracy measures.
Thus the proposed algorithm is suitable for customer churn prediction.
1.1 Goals
The aim of this study is to contribute to the on-going research of building a comprehensive
churn algorithm that will use the required business intelligence techniques to analyze a cus-
tomer record in a central repository. The model will specifically predict the possibility that
a client will churn, especially when the data is skewed, large, and distinct. The data features
(skewness, size and distinctness) have not been well addressed by other business intelligence
solutions available in the market. The model will also, forecast future churn rate and offer
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customer relationship management measures that will address churning trend. The objectives
of the research are as follows:
• Collect and consolidate customer data record of the target organization and from ex-
ternal sources;
• Create a data warehouse/data mart/database of all the data collected;
• Perform market analysis to determine high value and low value customers, and basket
analysis to show products that are requested together;
• Develop a system that compares the common cluster validation algorithms;
• Conduct a literature survey that compares all the cluster validation algorithms;
• Select the best clustering validation algorithm from the literature survey and the clus-
tering validation system;
• Use the validation algorithm to validate the clustered data;
• Apply the enhanced proposed model to predict customers that will churn;
• Use the identified pattern to predict, churn trend analysis, customer churn profiling and
future churn rate;




The main objective of this dissertation research as stated in section 1.1 is to apply business
intelligence techniques to predict the possibility that a customer will churn. Thus, this study
offers suggestions and enhancements on how to deal with the identified issues. In this study,
a combination of data mining techniques, including clustering and decision tree, were used
in designing the proposed churn model. SPRINT decision tree algorithm as it is implemented
cannot accurately predict the possibility that a customer will churn. However, it is enhanced
by changing the splitting attribute from gini/entropy to gain ratio. Also, clustering algorithm
is first applied to the data set in-order to determine churn trend analysis and customer profile
that will be used both in the churn prediction and management. SPRINT decision tree algo-
rithm is preferred among other classification/prediction algorithms because of the following
features:
• Decision tree algorithm is an eager learning algorithm;
• Decision tree algorithm is easy to understand and implement;
• It is based on rules, thus making it easy to leverage on database back-end engine like
SQL queries, which make the use of database relational management system (Mi-
crosoft SQL server, Oracle etc.) possible;
• No external information is required in building the model apart from the one in the
training data set;
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• SPRINT algorithm is fast, scalable and disk oriented;
• SPRINT algorithm can be implemented in serial or parallel pattern;
• Data items are only sorted once at the nodes during tree building phase in SPRINT
algorithm; and
• SPRINT algorithm handles both continuous and categorical attributes.
The clustering process is used to identify the natural organization and patterns in the data
by discovering similarities and differences and deriving useful conclusions [138]. Also, a
cluster validation system that validates the common cluster validation algorithms is designed
to validate and identify a good validation algorithm.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 provides a detailed background on decision support system (DSS) applications and
usage, especially its application to customer churn prediction and management. A review of
business intelligence techniques and different styles of business intelligence systems and their
applications to churn management are discussed. Finally, a review of data mining techniques
and the process of building a data warehouse for DSS is described.
Chapter 3 provides a review of clustering algorithm, clustering validation method, and a
system that compares clustering validation methods. The system is used to identify the best
6
clustering validation algorithm that is used in validating the result of experimental analysis
in predicting the possibility that a customer will churn.
Chapter 4 describes the classification algorithms. Performance measures used to deter-
mine the accuracy of classification algorithms are reviewed. A detailed review of decision
tree algorithms, including all the phases of decision tree construction are provided.
In chapter 5, churn prediction and management model is presented. The churn indices
that determine when a client churns are described, also the problems identified with each
churn model is explained.
In chapter 6, the proposed churn model is presented. The proposed model uses business
intelligence methods to detect the possibility that a customer will churn. This will enable
management to be proactive in making strategic decisions to reduce the rate at which cus-
tomers churn. Experimental analysis is used to determine the performance and accuracy of
the proposed algorithm. Furthermore the enhanced Sprint decision tree algorithm with other
commonly used decision tree algorithms are experimentally compared. The experimental
analysis shows that our algorithm has 90% classification/prediction accuracy in predicting
the possibility that a customer will churn.




2.1 Decision Support Systems (DSS)
A DSS is an interactive (human component) and computer based application used in analyz-
ing, supporting complex decisions, and resolving problems that would otherwise be solved
by humans [118]. Thus, a DSS system includes both the human and computer-based tech-
nology components. Most decision problems are so complex and intricate to solve that they
require both human and computer-based approaches to find solutions to them. However, DSS
supports the human cognitive aspect in arriving at a timely solution to complex decision prob-
lems. DSS can equally be described as systems and subsystems that help decision makers in
organizations to use information technologies, data, models, and documents in choosing the
best result among multiple alternatives [98, 27]. It is used in making operational, analytical,
and strategic decisions [35]. DSS collects data from legacy systems, external and relational
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systems (database and data warehouse) analyses, and then processes the data items effec-
tively and efficiently. In order to offer alternative solutions based on processing the data, the
human component of the DSS reviews and selects the best solution to solve problems or make
the best decisions [98, 131]. The human component of DSS is extremely essential because
the computer based component only complements humans in dealing with complex decision-
making. Thus, all DSS applications need user-interfaces that will determine the suitability of
the DSS [27]. Therefore, decision making processes involve the following steps [123]:
• Intelligence Step: This step involves the computer and human components of DSS. In
this stage the opportunities or threats (problems) in the environment are identified and
analyzed.
• Design Step: Alternative solutions are preferred to the complex decision problems.
The human and computer components are also involved in this stage.
• Choice Step: A choice is made from the alternative solutions suggested in the design
stage. The computer and human components of DSS are involved in selecting the best
choice for a particular decision problem.
• Implementation Step: When a particular choice among possible alternatives are made,
then its successful implementation is monitored to ensure that the desired result is
obtained.
Figure (2.1) shows the Decision-making process steps.
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Figure 2.1: Decision-Making Process Steps [123]
A critical survey of DSS articles and journals [98, 131, 27] shows that DSS applications
are mainly used for manipulation of qualitative and quantitative models access, retrieval, and
analysis. They are also used in the processing of data items in databases and data warehouses,
decision-making, and for collaboration and cooperation between systems and users [98].
The reviews classify DSS applications into taxonomies based on the assistance criterion of
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solving decision problems [98]. The taxonomies of the DSS based on the reviews are stated
as follows:
• Model-Driven DSS: Model-Driven DSS is used in manipulating qualitative and quan-
titative models such as scheduling, decision analysis, financial, and statistical, simula-
tions, and others. These models are used in solving complex decision problems.
• Data-Driven DSS: In this approach, data from legacy systems, operational systems and
external systems are collected and collated into databases and data warehouses. The
databases and data warehouses are then queried to obtain specific results that will be
used in solving decision problems.
• Document-Driven DSS: This approach emphasizes the use of documents of various
data formats such as database of customer records, text documents, and multimedia
documents that are stored in computer systems to solve decision problems. The fast
and timely retrieval of these documents and its processing aids in arriving at solutions
to decision problems.
• Communication-Driven DSS: This approach is used for intra-communication among
employees in an organization or for users of DSS application to collaborate and com-
municate. It can take place in an office, home, or on the Web (e.g., instant messaging,
chatting, net/online conference meeting, groupware, video conferencing and bulletin
boards). It is normally developed using network technologies like the web or client-
server based architecture; thus, the users of DSS are in a virtual environment.
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• Knowledge-Driven DSS: In this approach, computer-based systems with specialized
rules or skills in a particular domain are used to suggest solutions to problems. These
types of DSS applications act as an expert system discussed in section 2.1.1.
DSS includes, but it is not limited to, knowledge management systems, business-intelligence
systems and expert systems [98, 134]. It shows the way these technologies can be applied in
decision-making individuals who are professionals, such as business executives or managers
in order to shape the world, their personal lives, and the business environment [111].
2.1.1 Expert Systems
Expert Systems are part of Artificial Intelligence Systems, including computer-based sys-
tems with human intelligence that can be used in decision-making, as well as reasoning and
problem solving [111]. Hence they act as DSS. Expert system is a computer-based system
with an application software that reproduces the performance of human intelligence, includ-
ing cognitive skills. Cognitive skills include the ability to understand, learn, and provide
solutions to decision problems in a particular domain or field of study [83, 2]. Thus, Expert
System acts as a consultant to its users in solving a problem, reasoning, learning, or making
a complex decision. It provides answers to queries or questions to real-world problems in a
particular domain by making inference to human knowledge or intelligence. The inference
is made from a knowledge base which contains facts and rules about a particular domain of
knowledge and the way the knowledge could be used [111]. Expert systems provide solutions
to decision problems, as well as explanations for particular solutions chosen. The process of
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building an expert system is called Knowledge Engineering. The basic building blocks of
Expert System are the knowledge base and the reference engine (reasoning). The knowledge
base contains the actual data and facts about tasks in a particular domain, while the reference
engine contains the reasoning process that is used in selecting the right solution to a problem
when the Expert System is applied to any given task [83, 2]. Arguably, however, the Expert
System is used in solving real problems of which decision making is one of those problems.
2.1.2 Knowledge Management System
The Knowledge Management System is a part of DSS which involves the creation of a knowl-
edge base and the provision of an interface through which the knowledge will be accessed and
disseminated [7, 119]. The knowledge base in Knowledge Management includes the Expert
System knowledge discussed in section 2.1.1 and the non-expert knowledge with records
from text files, pdf files, database/dataware house, and external records. It contains both
implicit and explicit knowledge. Knowledge management can also be described as a set of
methods or practices that involve the creation and storage of knowledge and its distribution to
organizations and individuals that need it. Knowledge management encourages information
sharing and the reuse of knowledge [30, 119].
Knowledge has been viewed in various perspectives by many authors [7, 23, 119, 30].
The Oxford English Dictionary defines knowledge as “expertise, and skills acquired by a
person through experience or education”[121]. Also, Davenport et al. defines knowledge as
“a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual information, and expert insights and
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grounded intuitions that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new experi-
ences and information” [23]. The modern and recent view of knowledge by most business
entities is both expert and non- expert based, implicit and non-implicit information/data, data
records from data base/datawarehouse, text structured files, pdf files and data in various for-
mats. It includes operation and internal and external data/information. The ability of the
Knowledge Management system to reuse and share knowledge makes a good tool in soft-
ware development, customer-relation management, and other decision-support systems; past
mistakes can be avoided, and expertise can be put to good use. Decision-making is a com-
plex and demanding activity which requires the input of the required knowledge to obtain the
appropriate solution. DSS applications use Knowledge Management Systems to process and
apply the required knowledge to make strategic decisions that will maximize profitability and
ensure high returns on investments for organizations [46].
2.1.3 Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence (BI) is a management tool which involves the use of analytical tech-
niques and computer softwares to explore and analyze customer data records in order to
produce useful information on organizations’ operations and performance indices [113]. It
is more like an interdisciplinary field that includes, but is not limited to, data mining, on-
line analytical processing, datawarehouse/database querying and reporting. It also identifies
relationships among business entities. BI tools are used by businesses executives to make
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key critical decisions on many factors affecting business in order to ensure high returns on
investments [113].
The main aim of BI application to customer records is to improve customer-relationship
management of organizations which will lead to increased customer base and maintenance
of existing customers, further leading to a high return on investments. BI can also be used in
determining the possibility that a consumer of a product or service will churn by defecting to
other business competitors or discontinuing consumption of products or services. Figure 2.2
shows the creation and components of BI system.
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Figure 2.2: BI Creation and Components [134]
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2.1.3.1 Application of Business Intelligence Systems
BI can be described as the technology, skills, software applications, and practices that enable
business entities to capture, store, analyze, and process data and information to understand
their commercial status in order to remain competitive [113]. BI is used in making data easily
accessible and facilitates free flow of information within a business entity. BI ensures that the
right information is delivered at the right time and to the right users. It also makes sharing of
information a possibility within and outside an organization. BI, unlike transactional appli-
cations which provide only operational information, provides both analytical and operational
that assist the organization in making strategic business decisions that ensure good return
on investments [58]. BI tools include both back-end and front-end infrastructure tools that
are used in data extraction, capturing, analyzing, reporting, and knowledge extraction that
can be applied to decision-making. The back-end tools include database, data warehouse,
datamarts, and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) servers, while front-end tools include
portals, scorecards, dashboards, data mining, exploration, modeling, process analytical and
decision making tools [76]. In order to use BI tools to increase returns on investments, ef-
ficiently and effectively manage a business entity, Lokken [76] , states that BI tools should
have the following critical success factors:
• Data Access: BI tools should have access to clean data (because data is the bedrock of
BI tools.) If BI tools do not have access to organized data, then it cannot perform its
functions.
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• Interpretation of Result: It is not enough to process data and generate information from
the data. User of BI tools should be in a position to understand and interpret the result
generated by the tools.
• Result Analysis: Analysis of results generated by BI tools is needed in order to gain
leverage on BI functions. Good result analysis is needed for strategic decision making,
prediction, and forecasting.
• Distribution and Sharing of Information: A good BI tool should facilitate the distribu-
tion and sharing of its analytical result. Effective communication of results and infor-
mation from BI tools is needed within an organization in order to execute BI projects.
Thus, an individual cannot effectively execute BI projects without communication,
sharing information, and results from BI tools with others.
2.1.3.2 Function of BI Tools
As stated in section 2.1.3.1, BI tools are made up of back-end and front-end tools which
perform various functions in-order to enable a business entity to gain a competitive advantage
by making strategic decisions which will ensure good returns on its investment. The functions
of BI tools have evolved over a period of time and are grouped into five styles of BI [82].
The five styles of BI by [82] are as enumerated below:
• Executive/Enterprise reporting: Executive/Enterprise reporting is targeted at customers
and company executives (e.g., Chief Executive Officer (CEO)). It is used in reporting
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the operational and financial status of the enterprise, showing the overall performance
of the organization. Scorecards, dashboards, and portals are used in Enterprise report-
ing.
• Cube Analysis: This is an OLAP slice and dice of the customer record. This is basically
used by non-computer professionals such as the managers to obtain basic information
about the performance of the organization on a particular line of business as it operates
with data sets of the database that are considered safe and well protected by the system.
• Adhoc Query and Analysis: This style of business intelligence conducts a full inves-
tigative query of the entire database record and all the transactions that occur within the
organization. It involves querying and slice-dice of the database to obtain information
which was not possible using Cube Analysis or Enterprise reposting. This style is used
by information explorers to obtain information about the lowest level of transaction
details.
• Data Mining/Statistical Analysis: This style segments customer records with a view
of determining reports for effective marketing and customer-relationship management.
It is used in a particular pattern in the customer record and also in customer behavior
toward the organization’s goods and services. Data Mining and Statistical Analysis
tools include classification, clustering and regression analysis tools.
• Report Delivery and Alerting: This style of BI generates all the types of reports and
alerts which include transaction, analytical, and executive reports. This style also gen-
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erates reports and sends alerts when any event is triggered or fired in the database. It
has the flexibility of allowing reports to be scheduled for distribution to all stakeholders
that use the BI tool.
2.1.3.3 Benefits of BI
In-order to derive the maximum satisfaction from BI tools deployment, the BI infrastructure
has to function effectively and efficiently. Also, the BI tools and infrastructure are used in
enhancing the performance of the business entity [90] by enabling managers to make strategic
business decisions and providing easy access to information to all users of BI tools. BI tools
help a business entity to gain leverage on the information from the legacy data, operations
data, external data, and the integration of these data across the organization. Rosella [122]
summarized the benefits of deploying BI infrastructure as follows:
• Simplicity and Ease of Implementation: BI is simple, fast and easy to use tool due to
the implementation of its dashboards and analytic reports; changing requirements can
be addressed more quickly. It also has low maintenance efforts, high performance, and
low total cost.
• Reports: BI is used in producing Operational, Analytical and Executive/Enterprise
reports. Thus, all levels of users of BI tools are empowered to use reports suited for
their purpose.
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• Response Time: Any change in the business requirements is addressed in a timely
manner without affecting the normal business operations if BI is implemented.
• Maintenance cost: It costs less to maintain BI infrastructure data because the data is
integrated and consolidated in a data warehouse; thus, it is easy to add or delete data.
• High Performance: BI provides one platform access to all the data needed for running
a business entity. It provides statistical, analytical, and operational tools that are used
by all levels of users to access data. BI tools are easy to use and produce results in a
timely manner, thereby enabling strategic decision-making.
2.1.4 Application of BI to Customer Churn Analysis
Customer Churn is the term used to describe the movement of customers from one provider
to another provider in the same line of business [8]. The loss of customers in a business
entity leads to low return on investment and low profitability. Therefore, customers have
to be properly managed in order to retain them and make them loyal to the organization.
When a customer churns, there is always the tendency for a business entity to swiftly acquire
new customers. But statistics and research have shown that it costs more to acquire new
customers than to manage and retain them. Customer Churn Management involves the use
of business intelligence tools, integrated with sales and marking skills. Hence, customer
churn management is part of customer-relationship management that involves the use of BI
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infrastructure to ensure customer loyalty, good return on investments (including maximum
profitability) [50, 147]. Customer Churn Management can be done in two ways:
1. By predicting those that are likely to move to a business competitor.
2. By adopting strategies to retain existing customers and make them loyal.
BI techniques are used in predicting and forecasting churners, while marketing and sales
techniques are used in making a customer loyal to a business entity. BI tools apply datamining
techniques to determine customers that will churn given a database of customer records. A
business entity that employs BI tools in its operation has a competitive advantage over others
since it uses BI tools to make strategic business decisions such as good business performance
and high yield on investments.
2.1.4.1 Types of Business Intelligence Software
The purpose of this section is to review the BI solutions available in the market and in litera-
ture. Our analysis shows that most BI softwares in market are not suited for churn prediction,
especially when the data are skewed, large, and distinct. Our proposed solution addresses the
anomaly in predicting customers who will churn in a business environment. Some of the BI
solutions we review are as stated below:
• Microstrategy9: This is a BI solution by Microstrategy [81]. It has all the function-
alities of BI tools as specified in 2.1.3.2. In addition, it has performance utilities that
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tend to identify each individual performance in a organization when compared to the
overall corporate performance of an organization.
• Cognos8 Business Intelligence: This BI software is developed by [54]. It has all the
functionalities of BI tools as specified in 2.1.3.2. This BI is unique when compared
with other BI solutions in the market as mobile services. The mobile services allow
users to receive reports and interact with the Cognos 8 software through their hand held
devices.
• SAP BusinessObjects XI: This software is developed by SAP [114]. It has all the
functions of BI tools as specified in 2.1.3.2. This solution provides a common BI
platform to securely access confidential business information.
• SQL Server2008 Business Intelligence: SQL Server2008 Business Intelligence tool is
developed by Microsoft r [80]. This solution is built on the SQL back-end engine
to provide scalable BI platform by integrating large volumes of data items into data
warehouse. It has all the functions of BI tools as specified in section 2.1.3.2.
• Oracle Business Intelligence Suite Enterprize Edition Plus (Oracle BI EE Plus) : This
solution is developed by Oracle. Like SQL Server2008. it is built on the oracle database
to deliver a scalable BI platform that is robust and integrates data items to a large data
warehouse. It has all the functions of BI tools as specified in section 2.1.3.2. It also has
mobile service functions like Cognos 8 Business Intelligence which delivers reports to
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hand-held mobile devices and allows users of the device to interact with Oracle BI EE
Plus solution [91].
2.1.5 Data Warehousing
A data warehouse can be described as a collection and integration of all types of data in
various formats (text, records from data bases, multimedia data, and image data), including
legacy data, operational data, external data, and databases that will be used in the decision
support system of a business entity [56]. It is like an information data managing system
that involves all the sectors of an organization. DSS as described and defined in section
2.1.3.1 supports decision-making in a business entity and ensures good enterprise manage-
ment, business process improvement, good returns on investments, and profit maximization.
Data Warehouse has been defined in various ways by many authors but the most dominant
one is the definition by W. H. Inmon [56] who is regarded as the father of Data Warehouse
and one of the first authors on Data Warehouse. Inmon [56] defined data warehouse as “a
subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, non-volatile collection of data in support of man-
agement’s decision making process”[56]. This definition by W. H. Inmon is explained as
follows:
• Subject-oriented: Data items in a warehouse are stored and organized based on a
common subject areas so that all the items are related e.g customer, personnel, order
records, and others [34, 56].
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• Time-variant: This implies that enhancements and updates to the data ware house are
recorded; thus, a report could be produced showing the changes and the inclusion of
new data item.
• Non-volatile: The data items stored in the data warehouse are supposed to be static; if
the transactions have been committed, they could not be rolled back. Thus, data in the
data warehouse could be deleted or removed.
• Integrated: Data in the data warehouse is an integration in various formats, from var-
ious dapartments/units of an organization, including operational, legacy and external
data items. Despite the source of data, data in data warehouse should be consistent and
current which enables data access in real time. Also, duplication of data items should
be avoided.
But Kimbal [65] defines Data Warehouse as “a copy of transaction data specifically struc-
tured for query and analysis” [65]. Kimbal’s approach of building a data warehouse is that of
“bottom-up” methodology in which data warehouse is made up of data marts (subsets of data
warehouse) while Inmon methodology of building and designing data warehouse is that of
“top-down” approached [56]. In the top-down approach, data warehouse includes data from
various sources (legacy, operational, and, external) and various formats. The subsets of the
data warehouse (data marts) are created after the complete data warehouse is built. But in the
bottom-up methodology, conglomerates of data marts make up a data warehouse.
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The sources of data items that make up Data Warehouse are so diverse (enterprise-wide
frame work) that they have to be processed, organized, summarized and analyzed so that
patterns of behavior can be identified [15]. The identification of this pattern in the data
warehouse is used business decision making, thus data warehouse is part of the DSS already
discussed. The process of building a data warehouse is as stated below:
• Business Requirement Identification: The business requirements of the organization
that need a data warehouse have to be identified so that data models can be developed
based on the requirements. This will determine the type of data warehouse that is
needed.
• Data Extraction: Data items are extracted from many heterogeneous sources and sys-
tems then integrated into one common source.
• Data Cleansing: After extracting data item from many sources and formats, the data
have to be cleaned to ensure that good data quality is used in the data warehouse. Data
cleaning ensures that data redundancy, duplicate data, and noise are eliminated.
• Data Loading. Data that have been cleansed are then loaded into a common source.
Thus pattern detection and analytical reporting can be done; these tools will be used in
decision making.
Data warehouse architecture is basically made of the meta-data, which contain the data
directory. The data source layer contains the raw data that have been summarized, analyzed
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Figure 2.3: Data Warehouse Architecture [18]
and processed. The architecture also contains the interface layer which is the layer through
which the data items in the data warehouse are accessed to produce reports and charts which
enable its users to make decisions.
Figure (2.3) shows the architecture of a data warehouse.
2.1.5.1 Data Marts
Data Marts are subsets or subtypes of a data warehouse which deal mostly with the data items
of a particular product or unit of an organization. It is not as large as a data warehouse. Inmon
defines data mart as “a subset of a data warehouse that has been customized to fit the needs
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of a department or business process” [56]. Kimball [64] defines data warehouse as “...The
data warehouse is nothing more than the union of all the data marts...” [56]. Unlike the data
warehouse, the design of a data mart is to meet the needs of the user instead of the data items
that are available within an organization.
Data Mart is designed with the aim of addressing user requirements for a particular busi-
ness process or department. Data Marts are used in DSS because of their ease of access to
data items, ease of creation, and good response time with data access. A Data Mart may
be dependent or independent of a data warehouse [55]. A data mart that is dependent on a
data warehouse derives its data source from the data warehouse, whereas an independent data
warehouse may be stand-alone data source.
2.1.6 Data Mining
Data mining is a technique used in searching, sorting, and processing large amount of data
in order to discover and extract useful patterns and information [130, 31]. It is a combina-
tion of the transactional data analysis method of data processing and analysis and advanced
sophisticated algorithms for data sorting and processing [130].
Pattern discovery and its extraction are used by data mining algorithms to identify the
relationships among data items. Pattern extraction is used in identifying hidden information
from a data source which may be a database, data warehouse or a data mart. Pattern is defined
as: “A statement S in L that describes relationships among a subset of facts Fs of a given set
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of facts F, with some certainty C, such that S is simpler than the enumeration of all facts in
Fs” [31], [117].
Organizations generate several bytes (gigabytes) of data on daily bases as a result of the
use of modern computer-based technologies. In fact we are experiencing an information
overload because of large volumes of data that are being generated. Thus, manual analysis
of the large volumes of data becomes a difficult task. A computer-based technology that can
easily search, sort, and extract hidden information is needed; this gives rise to data mining
tasks. Data mining can then be described as a computer-based technology that applies differ-
ent types of sophisticated data analysis algorithms or tools to analyze large volumes of data in
order to discover knowledge and predict future events [65]. Thus data mining can be viewed
as knowledge discovery and prediction/forecast processes. The tools or algorithms include
but not limited to the following: decision tree; neural networks; regression algorithms; and
mathematical, statistical, and clustering algorithms. Prediction is the use of known attributes
from a data set to determine or forecast the unknown attributes for the given data set while
knowledge discovery from a data source is mapping and description of large volumes of data
into simple data sets or reports that can be easily be interpreted [31]. Thus, data mining is
a subset or step in knowledge discovery and management. Knowledge discovery uses Data
Mining process as part of the overall process of the Knowledge Management system which
has been discussed in section 2.1.2.
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2.1.6.1 Data Mining methods
Data mining tasks is generally grouped into four methods or tasks [31]:
• Classification Algorithms: This is a supervised learning procedure which maps or clas-
sifies data items in a data set using a predefined class label. Classification Algorithms
include; decision tree, neural networks, nearest neighbor, and Naive Bayes classifier.
Classification algorithms are discussed in detail in chapter 4.
• Clustering Algorithms: This algorithm is used to identify or discover and then describe
a natural pattern of relationship among data items in a data set. It is an unsupervised
learning, unlike classification algorithm as there is no predefined class label. Clustering
algorithms include K-means, agglomerative hierarchical, and DBSCAN algorithms.
Clustering algorithms are discussed in detail in chapter 3.
• Association Rules: This is used in identifying the hidden relationship among attributes
or fields in a large data set [130]. The relationships determine how the data items
in a large data set depend on each other. The identified relationship then forms an
association rules of “frequent item sets” [93]. The data items that are frequent items
indicate a good relationship or association among the items’s sets; such relationship is
leverage upon for forecasting/prediction and in making sales/markeing strategies. The
Association rule uses support and confidence measures to determine the strength of
data items in a data set [130]. The support measure is used in pruning or eliminating
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some of the data items from the data set which may not be profitable to a business
entity, while the confidence measure determines the realibility of the rule.
One of the Classical Algorithms of association rules in data mining is the Apriori Prin-
ciple. It states, “If an itemset is frequent, then all of its subsets must Also, be frequent”
[130]. Apriori Algorithm uses a breath-first greedy algorithm and tree data structure
to identify a subset of the item-set that has the least amount of support. It scans a data
set, a couple of times and constructs a candidate set Ck of the frequent B itemset where
B is the number of scans of the data set [93, 1]. The candidate set Ck is constructed
from previous scan/pass of the itemset as the Apriori principle states, “If an itemset is
frequent, then all of its subsets must Also, be frequent” [130]. The support and con-
fidence measures of the constructed candidate sets are calculated to determine which
one has minimum support. The candidates items with support less than the minimum
are eliminated or pruned. The algorithm terminates when there is no frequent data item
left in the itemset.
• Regression Algorithms: Regression analysis is used in modeling the relationship be-
tween dependent attributes and independent attributes of data items in a data set with
the least possible error. Fayyad et al stated, “It maps a data item to a real-valued pre-
diction variable” [31]. It is used in estimating or predicting the value of the dependent
variable when the independent variables are varied or kept constant. There are many
forms of regression algorithms such as linear, multiple, and logistic algorithms. In a
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Figure 2.4: Regression for Debt-Income Data set [31]
linear regression, a line of best fit is drawn between the dependent and independent
attributes which give a straight line function (equation of a straight line). Figure (2.4)
shows a simple regression line between debt and income of a loan management system.
Figure (2.4) shows that there is a relationship or correlation between debt and income
in terms of a loan-repayment plan, even though it is a weak one because the line is
not well fitted. Logistic regression is used in predicting a discrete outcome of the





The main concern in the clustering process is to identify the natural organization and patterns
in the data by discovering similarities and differences and deriving useful conclusions [138].
Handi et al. stated that clustering analysis can be depicted as a three phase process [45] as
shown in Figure (3.1). The first (data pre-processing) phase performs data transformation to
include feature selection, data normalization, removal of noise and outliers, and the selection
of distance function. The second phase is the cluster analysis; it involves the selection of the
clustering algorithm and its parameters and the application of the selected algorithm. The
final phase in the cluster analysis is the verification (validation) which involves selection of
validation technique and its evaluation. In this phase the quality of the partitioning and the
clustered data are evaluated [45]. If the quality of cluster is below expectation, then the whole
process is repeated until the desired quality is obtained.
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Figure 3.1: The three steps of clustering
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Figure 3.2: Clustering of Loan Data set into three clusters[31]
Figure 3.2 shows the clustering of loan data set into three clusters (cluster1, cluster2,
and cluster3). The overlapping of the clustering structure (cluster1 and cluster3) shows that
a data item can belong to two clusters.
3.1 Cluster Validity
Since clustering is an unsupervised classification technique with no predefined classes or
classification examples, the final partitions of a data set require some sort of evaluation in
most applications. Therefore, cluster evaluation, or cluster validation as it is more tradition-
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ally called, has become an essential part of any cluster analysis. The major problem of cluster
algorithms is to identify the optimal number of clusters for a given data set [42]. In most ex-
perimental analysis, the evaluation of cluster algorithms in Euclidean space is done visually
when the data dimension is less than three [42]. But when high dimensional data sets are in-
volved, visual verification of the cluster analysis becomes difficult, hence the need for cluster
validity measures (indices) that can validate data sets of multiple dimension. In validating
a clustering algorithm, the clustering indices are applied to both the algorithm development
and the output or result of the clustering algorithm. The application of cluster indices to
algorithm development is used in determining the effectiveness of a particular clustering al-
gorithm and the type of data set being used by the algorithm. When a clustering index is
applied to the result of a clustering algorithm, the objective is to obtain a detailed analysis
of the clustering algorithm. Result verification shows that the optimal cluster set is obtained
by verifying the structure of the partitioned data [42, 43]. The following section discusses
different kinds of cluster validity measures.
3.2 Cluster Validity Measures
A wide variety of clustering validity methods have been proposed in literature. In general,
these methods are based on three approaches [132]: internal, external, and relative criteria.
External criteria imply that the clustering solution is matched to prior information, i.e., exter-
nal information that is not contained in the data set. On the other hand, the quality measure
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in internal criteria is exclusively based on the data. Finally, in the relative criteria the evalu-
ation of a clustering structure is done by comparing it to other clustering schemes, using the
same algorithm but with different parameter values. The three criteria are investigated and
summarized below.
3.2.1 Internal Criteria Measures
Internal criteria measures are cluster validity measures which evaluate the clustering result of
an algorithm by using only quantities and features inherent in the data set. The cluster validity
measure can be done in two different ways: using the cohesion and separation measures or
using the similarity (distance) matrix.
3.2.1.1 Cohesion and Separation Measures
Cluster Cohesion is used in measuring the closeness or proximity of the data objects in a
cluster while cluster separation is used in measuring how one cluster is separated from other










Ci and Cj are set of cluster objects.
The cohesion and separation techniques are stated in the following sections:
1. The Davies-Bouldin Index (DB): The DB [25] index measures the cohesion (com-
pactness) of the clusters where small values correspond to compact clusters. DB index













where K is the number of clusters, Ci and Cj are two clusters, diam(Ci) is the average
distance of all objects in cluster Ci to the center (cluster diameter) and d(Ci, Cj) is the
distance between the two clusters. This distance is small if clusters i and j are well
separated and each of the clusters is compact. The DB index takes value within the
range of [0, 1].
2. The Dunn Index(DI): Dunn (1974) has a very popular cluster validity index used to
identify clusters with high cohesion and separation, known as the Dunn index [29].
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where Ci and Cj are the closest clusters according to the distance d, and Ch is the clus-
ter with the largest diameter. Since D(C) only depends on few clusters and the distance
between them, and both d(Ci, Cj) and dm (Ch) are sensitive to outliers, the Dunn’s in-
dex is not always reliable. The distance between clusters Ci and Cj is d(Ci, Cj) which
is defined as:
d(Ci, Cj) = min
x∈Ci,y∈Cj
d(x, y)
The total number of clusters is n and dm(Ch) is the inter-cluster distance(diameter) of




The Dunn index takes value within the range of [0, 1].
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3. Silhouette Index (SI): Like the Dunn index, Silhouette index [109] combines cohesion
and separation. The Silhouette index (s(vi)) for a single object vi in a cluster Cj is





Ci and Cj are sets of cluster objects that are close to each other. Ch is the cluster with
the largest diameter. Given that d(vi, Cj) is the average distance between vi and all
the other objects in Cj , and Ch are the closest clusters to the object vi that does not
contain vi. Note that the value of s(vi) can vary between -1 and 1 (Note: larger values
are better.). A negative value is undesirable since it means that the average distance to
points in the cluster is larger than the minimum average distance to points in another








where Ni is the number of objects in the cluster Ci , Nj is the number of objects in the







The value Silhouette index is within the range of [−1, 1] .
4. C-Index [49]: Let D be the sum of all values within-cluster dissimilarities, Dmin and
Dmax be the minimum and maximum sums of the values within cluster dissimilarities
in the baseline distribution. Cluster similarity is a numerical measure of the degree to
which two cluster objects look alike, while cluster dissimilarity is a numerical measure
of the degree in which two clusters are different. The C-index is defined by:
C = D−Dmin
Dmax−Dmin (3.8)
It is obvious that the numerator in the above formula will be small for pairs of objects
with a small distance. Hence, a small value of C-index indicates a good clustering and
gives a measure of the closeness of the objects to the clusters.
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3.2.1.2 Similarity Matrix
1. Correlation Method: Given the similarity matrix of a data set and the cluster labels
from a cluster analysis on the data set, clustering can be evaluated by looking at the
correlation between the similarity matrix and an ideal version of the similarity matrix
based on the cluster labels. The ideal similarity matrix is constructed by creating a
matrix that has one row and one column for each pair of points with a value of 1 if
it belongs to the same cluster; otherwise, it has 0 value if the pair of points belong to
different individual cluster [24].
3.2.2 External Criteria Measures
The following techniques are based on external criteria in the measure of validity. Just like
the internal criteria, the external criteria measurement can be done in two ways. The first one
is that the clustering structure C is evaluated by comparing it with an independent partition
of the data set P built according to our intuition of clustering data set. The second way is to
compare the proximity matrix with the partition P.
3.2.2.1 Cohesion and Separation Measures
Filzmoser et al. [33] used the following procedure of Rand Index, Jaccard Coefficient, Folkes
and Mallows index, and Hubert’s Γ Statistic external measure techniques in validating data
sets. If C = C1 . . . Cn is a clustering structure of a data set, X and P = P1 . . . Pn is the
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defined partition of the data set. At different points in the data partition set, the following
cases are possible as shown in Table 3.1 [33]:
• AA: Both points belong to C and P.
• AB: Both points belong to C and different groups of P.
• BA: Both points belong to P and different cluster of C.
• BB: Both points belong to different clusters of C and to different groups of P.
Table 3.1 shows that data points a1, a2, a3 and a4 are numbers in AA, AB, BS, and BB
respectively. Z = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4. The degree of similarity between C and P is defined by
the following validity methods:





2. Jaccard Coefficient(JC) [57]: This coefficient measures the proportion of pairs of





Both Rand and Jaccard coefficients take indices between 0 and 1.
3. Folkes and Mallows index (FM): [41] This index measures the geometric mean for
that portion of the pairs of points for the same cluster which exist in all the partitions.












M = n(n-1)/2, n is the number of points in the data sets, xij and yij are the elements of
the matrices P and C, respectively, that are to be compared. In all the above indices a
high value indicates a high similarity between C and P.
5. Partition Coefficient [9]: This measure is used to evaluate the performance of a classi-
fication model. It states that if the data classification is good, then data can be assigned
to clusters with membership degrees between 0 and 1 [33]. The partition coefficient
(PC(U)) is defined in (3.13):
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Here nc is the number of clusters and n is the total number of data points and uij
(i = 1, 2, . . . nc; j = 1, 2, . . . n) is the membership of data point j in cluster i. The
closer this value is to 1 the better the data is classified. The range of PC values is
within the interval [−1,− 1
nc
]
6. Partition Entropy [9]: This behaves in the same manner as the Partition coefficient
but the partition entropy is with the range [0, ln(nc)]. The partition entropy is given by
the following equation:







7. Purity: Another measure of classification performance is purity. It is a measure that
shows to which limit a particular cluster contains objects that are of the same class.
The purity measure is also known as the maximum precision over all classes in the
cluster [24] . The purity of a cluster i is given by:
pi = max(pij)







The number of cluster objects in cluster i ismi is while nc is the total number of cluster
objects.
8. Compactness and Separation: This measure is published by Xie et al. (2000) [145].
In this measure there is a comparison between the distance of the data to the clusters









The center of cluster Ci is vi and vj is the center of Cj . The number of clusters is nc
and n is the total number of data points and Uij (i = 1, 2, . . . nc; j = 1, 2, . . . n) is






The number of tuples that belong to the cluster (number of data points around U) Ci
and Cj is nij . The function f(x,U) is defined as stated below:
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The value of f(x,U) is 0 if d(x,v) is greater than the average standard deviation, other-
wise 0.
In (3.16) the numerator of this equation represents the data within a cluster (homo-
geneity of data), and its value is normally small while the denominator evaluates data
from different clusters (heterogeneity of data). The smaller the value of (3.16), the
better the classification/clustering.
3.2.2.2 Similarity Matrix
The same procedure described above that creates an ideal similarity matrix and compares it
to the actual one is used. The Γ Statistic index could be used after that as an indication of the
two matrices’s similarity [33].
3.2.3 Relative Criteria Measures
The basic idea in relative criteria is the evaluation of a clustering structure or cluster by
comparing it to other clustering structures or clusters, resulting from the same algorithm but
with different parameter values. Thus, relative measures are not actually a separate type of
cluster evaluation measures. Internal or external measures (e.g., partition entropy) are used
in this type of evaluation.
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3.3 Validity Measures Statistics
In an attempt to find which of the previous measures are used more often in clustering exper-
iments, thirty-two papers that contain clustering validity experiments/study cases have been
reviewed and the validity measures used are recorded for each paper. The results of the survey
are summarized in the tables below where papers are represented by the last name of the first
author. Table 3.2 shows the survey of all the papers reviewed. Table 6.1 shows the frequency
usage of each of the measure. Table 6.2 shows the summary of the internal measure usage
while Table 3.5 shows the external measure usage. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the frequency
usage of the internal and external measures and all the validity measures respectively.
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Table 3.2: Literature review of cluster validity measures
Paper Validity Measures
Chen et al. 2006 [19] Jaccard coefficient
Bolshakova et al. 2006b [10] C-Index, Silhouette, Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Chou, Su and Lai, 2003 [20] DI DB PC CE S
Filzmoser et al, 2003 [33] PC, PE, Separation-Compactness
Murata, 2003 [86] Jaccard coefficient
Stein et al. 2003 [127] Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Kuncheva and Vetrov, 2006 [67] Rand
Watanabe et al. 2005 [142] Jaccard coefficient
Zhao et al. 2006 [150] Hubert’s Γ Statistic
Azuaje, 2002 [4] Dunn’s
Xie et al. 2000 [145] Compactness-Separation
Kasturi et al. 2003 [62] Davis-Bouldin, Rand Index
Gepas, 2005 [38] Silhouette
Zimmermann et al. 2004 [151] Rand index
Yang et al. 2005 [148] C-Index
Loganantharaj et al. 2006 [75] Dunn’s
Huang et al. 2001 [48] C-Index
Sadesky (n.d) [112] C-index
Liu et al. 2005 [74] Dunn’s, Silhouette, C-Index, DB
Van et al. 2002 [136] C-Index
Johansson and Lindberg, 2000 [59] C-Index
Barbaranelli,2002 [5] C-Index
Dunn,1974 [29] Dunn’s
Sudhakar and Rajagopalan, 2004 [128] Dunn’s and Silhouette
Chunmei et al. 2006 [21] Dunn’s, Silhouette, Davis-Bouldin
Bolshakova et al. 2003b [12] C-Index, Silhouette, Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Bolshakova et al. 2003a [11] C-Index, Silhouette, Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Rousseuw,1987 [109] Silhouette
Davies and Boudlin,1979 [25] Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Bolshakova et al. 2005 [13] C-Index, Silhouette, Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Yeung et al. 2001 [149] Dunn’s
Wang et al. 2008 [140] Cluster Validity, method for support vector cluster
Bolshakova et al. 2006a [14] Silhouette, Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Legány et al. 2006 [69] SD Validity Index, Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
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Jaccard coefficient 5.2 %
Silhouette 15.5 %
Partition Coefficient 1.7 %
Partition Entropy 1.7 %
Davis-Bouldin 18.97 %
Dunn’s 24.1 %
Rand Index 5.1 %
C-Index 18.97 %
Hubert’s Γ Statistic 5.1 %
Compactness-Separation 6.4 %
Figure 3.3: Internal and External Measure Frequency Usage
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Table 3.4: Summary of Internal Measure Statistics
Paper Validity Measures
Bolshakova et al. 2006a [14]
C-Index, Silhouette
Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Chou, Su and Lai, 2003 [20] Dunn’s,Davis-Bouldin
Stein et al. 2003 [127] Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Azuaje, 2002 [4] Dunn’s
Kasturi et al. 2003 [62] Davis-Bouldin
Gepas, 2005 [38] Silhouette
Yang et al. 2005 [148] C-Index
Loganantharaj et al. 2006 [75] Dunn’s
Huang et al. 2001 [48] C-Index
Sadesky (n.d) [112] C-index
Liu et al. 2005 [74]
Dunn’s, Silhouette
C-Index, DB
Van et al. 2002 [136] C-Index
Johansson and Lindberg, 2000 [59] C-Index
Barbaranelli, 2002 [5] C-Index J.C
Dunn, 1974 [29] Dunn’s Sudhakar
Sudhakar and Rajagopalan, 2004 [128] Dunn’s and Silhouette
Chunmei et al. 2006 [21]
Dunn’s ,Silhouette
Davis-Bouldin
Bolshakova et al. 2003b [12]
C-Index, Silhouette
Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin






Davies and Boudlin, 1979 [25] Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Bolshakova et al. 2006a [14]
C-Index, Silhouette
Dunn’s, Davis-Bouldin
Yeung et al. 2001 [149] Dunn’s








Chen et al. 2006 [19] Jaccard coefficient
Chou, Su and Lai, 2003
PC, PE
Separation-Compactness
Filzmoser et al. 2003 [33]
PC, PE
Separation-Compactness
Murata, 2003 [86] Jaccard coefficient
Kuncheva and Vetrov, 2006 [67] Rand
Watanabe et al. 2005 [142] Jaccard coefficient
Zhao et al. 2006 [150] Hubert’s Γ Statistic
Xie etal, 2000 [145] Compactness-Separation
Kasturi et al. 2003 [62] Rand Index
Zimmermann et al. 2004 [151] Rand index
Figure 3.4: Validity Measures Frequency Usage
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3.4 Experimental Analysis
We developed a system that validates the different kinds of cluster validity measures. The
system takes in information about the data to be clustered (original data) and results produced
by a clustering algorithm (clusters). It then measures the validity of the clustering algorithm
based on proximity measures. The measures used are divided into external and internal mea-
sures. With internal measures we implemented Dunn, Davies-Bouldin and Silhouette, while
for external measures we implemented Rand, Jaccard, Folkes and Mellow, Purity Folkes and
entropy. In the validation, we used the following kinds of data sets: original, cluster re-
sults, tuple based, distance based and half-distanced based matrix data sets. The data sets are
computer generated to conform to the given specification stated in section 6.1. The user is
allowed the flexibility of choosing which of the measures (internal or external) and also, to
choose the required data set for the validation. The system is developed using a user friendly
tool and run in either batch mode or GUI environment. Figure 3.5 shows the interface for the
developed cluster validity system.
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Figure 3.5: Developed Cluster Validity System
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3.4.1 Data Set Usage
In developing the system, we used different types of data sets: tuple-based, distance and half
distanced matrices, original data sets and cluster result (clusters). All the data sets used are
computer generated data sets. The format of the data sets used is stated in the following
sections:
3.4.1.1 Tuple-based Data set
• The first line specifies the total number of objects.
• The second line specifies the total number of attributes per object.
• The third line states the type of each attribute (f : floating pt, i: integer, c: character, s:
string [strings have to be enclosed by “ ”]).
• Each line is a record/object.
• Each object will have the attributes specified as in line 3 above.
• Attributes are separated by a blank space.
3.4.1.2 Distanced-based (matrix) Dataset
• The first line specifies the total number of objects.
• Then each line specifies the distance between an object and all others (in N x N matrix).
• If the first line is negative, then only the upper left half matrix is represented.
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3.4.1.3 Distanced-based (half matrix) Dataset
• The first states the total number of objects.
• Then for each line, it specifies the distance between an object and all others (N x N
matrix).
• Only the lower left half matrix is represented (because of symmetry).
3.4.1.4 Original Data set
• The first line specifies the total number of objects.
• Each line corresponds to the cluster number of that object (represented by integers).
3.4.1.5 Cluster Result(cluster) Data set
• The first line specifies the total number of objects.
• The second line specifies the total number of cluster results.
• Each line corresponds to the cluster number of that object (in whatever number of
result).
3.4.2 Experimental Results
The system was subjected to rigorous tests using 50 different data sets, and five different trials
were conducted for each data set. Each of the data sets is formatted using the specifications
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Table 3.6: Euclidean Distance Measurement
Test1 Test2 Test3 Test4 Test5 Average Standard
Deviation
Dunns Index 0.092 0.020 0.099 0.090 0.020 0.064 0.041
Davis-Bouldin 14.956 53.790 52.346 45.900 43.986 42.196 15.783
Silhouette index 0.604 0.720 0.691 0.697 0.686 0.680 0.044
Table 3.7: Cluster and Data set Correlation Measurement
Test1 Test2 Test3 Test4 Test5 Average Standard
Deviation
Rand Index 0.600 0.564 0.607 0.605 0.612 0.598 0.261
Jaccard coefficient 0.429 0.111 0.154 0.409 0.390 0.299 0.153
Folkes & Mallows index 0.612 0.200 0.267 0.513 0.416 0.402 0.170
Purity 0.800 0.545 0.234 0.725 0.452 0.551 0.225
stated in sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.1.4, and 6.1.5 respectively. Also, the same number of
cluster data sets is used in all the tests. Both internal and external measures were tested. The
system was found to be stable and generate consistent results. The data sets are all computer
generated. With the internal measure, the Euclidian distance for the half and full matrix is
calculated; for the external measure, the correlation between the data sets and the clusters
is compared using various measuring techniques as stated in section 4. The test results and
analysis are shown in the Tables 3.6 and 3.7. Table 3.6 shows the internal validity measure
test while the external validity measure test is shown in Table 3.7.
3.4.3 Test Observation
• Using the internal validity measure, the goal is to evaluate the result of clustering al-
gorithm. This evaluation is done by using features from the original data set like sepa-
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ration, compactness, etc., between the clusters which are Euclidean distance measures.
The higher the cohesion value of a cluster, the better the cluster. Thus, the more the
results of validation tests become smaller (tend to positive zero), the better the cluster-
ing validation measure. The average and standard deviation result in Table 3.6 shows
that Dunn’s Index has the least value from all the five tests, when compared to Davies-
Bouldin and Silhoute indices. Thus, Dunn’s Index is preferred among all the other
methods as it gives more accurate validity measure than other internal validity mea-
sures. Thus, our validation experiment shows that Dunn’s index is well positioned to
identify compact and well separated clusters when compared with other measures and
it conforms with Dunn’s index objective, which is to maximize intra-cluster distance,
while at the same time minimizing the inter-cluster distance. This objective is verified
by our experimental analysis.
• Using the external validity measure, the cluster is compared to an independent partition
of the data and cluster; then purity and completeness of the clusters are compared. The
result of the comparison is shown in Table 3.7. The test scores with higher values
(positive 1) are a good test of validity measures; thus, the higher the value of the test
results the more accurate the measure. The average and standard deviation test result
in Table 3.7 shows that Rand Index has the highest value; thus, it is the preferred
measure compared with other external measures. The high value of the test result for
the Rand index indicates that the clusters it validates are pure and complete, it also
indicates a high level of agreement between the clustering technique and the original
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classes. Thus, when compared to other external validation techniques, Rand index
shows that clustering results are closer to its original classes which is what a good
clustering technique tends to achieve.
3.5 Summary
Traditional cluster validity measures like density and variance are not used in any of the pa-
pers we reviewed. The idea of not using density and variance measure can be attributed to
the fact that some clusters can be abnormally shaped, e.g., spatial data; thus, using any of
the traditional validity measures may not give accurate results [42]. According to the sur-
vey statistics, Dunn’s Index is the most common validity measure in the 32 papers surveyed.
Also, internal measures are more frequently used than external measures. Our experimental
analysis also confirms that Dunn’s Index is preferred among the internal measures as it has
the least value of the average test scores, while Rand Index is preferred among the external
measures as it has the highest test score compared to other external measures from the experi-
mental analysis. Thus, one can conclude that Dunn’s index is a good cluster validity measure
based on the survey statics and the experimental result as it identifies complete and compact
clusters in a clustering technique. But the type of validity measures used will depend to a
great extent upon the data set type and the clustered data set. In a future study, we will apply
our experimental analysis to data of different format and types and then compare the results
with the survey analysis of clustering validity measures.
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Chapter 4
Classification and Prediction Algorithm
Classification can be described as a supervised learning algorithm in the machine learning
process. It assigns class labels to data objects based on prior knowledge of class to which
the data records belong. It is a data mining technique that deals with knowledge extraction
from database records and prediction of class labels from and unknown data set of records
[130]. In classification a given set of data records is divided into training and test data sets.
The training data set is used in building the classification model, while the test data record is
used in validating the model. The model is then used to classify and predict a new set of data
records that is different from both the training and test data sets [36, 37]. Supervised learning
algorithm (like classification) is preferred to unsupervised learning algorithm (like cluster-
ing) because its prior knowledge of the class labels of data records makes feature/attribute
selection easy, leading to good prediction/classification accuracy. Some of the common clas-
sification algorithms used in data mining and decision support systems are as follows: neural
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networks [73], logistic regression [63], and decision trees [103]. Among these classifica-
tion algorithms, decision tree algorithms are the most commonly used because they are easy
to understand and inexpensive to implement. They provide a modeling technique that is
easy for people to comprehend and simplifies the classification process [135]. Most decision
tree algorithms can be implemented in both serial and parallel form while others can only
be implemented in either serial or parallel form. Parallel implementation of decision tree
algorithms is desirable in order to ensure fast generation of results especially with the clas-
sification/prediction of large data sets; it also exploits the underlying computer architecture
[116]. But serial implementation of decision algorithm is easy to implement and desirable
when small-medium data sets are involved. In this paper, we will review the most common
decision tree algorithms implemented serially and perform an experiment to compare their
classification and prediction accuracy.
4.1 Classification Algorithm
Classification is a data mining technique that uses a set of known data records to classify or
predict future or unknown records [36]. A record data set is divided into training and test
data sets which are used in the classification algorithm. The record data set is made up of
several attributes or fields which describe the data. Attributes can be categorical (unordered)
or continuous (ordered). One of the categorical attributes is called the class label as it is used
in classifying the record data set; other attributes are called predictor attributes. Categorical
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attributes are used as binary classifiers in churn prediction since they are used to predict
churners and non-churners of customers’ record data sets. The training data set is used in
training the model, while the test data set is used in validating the model [37].
The main idea behind classification algorithm is to use the training set of data records
to build a model of the class label attributes, using other attributes; then test data is used to
validate the model. Applications of classification algorithm include, but are not limited to,
customer churn prediction, credit card fraud detection, credit approval ratings, bankruptcy
prediction, medical diagnosis, and so on. Classification is a supervised learning algorithm
and has the advantage over other unsupervised learning algorithms (e.g., clustering) since
there is a prior knowledge of the class labels to which the training data records belong; thus,
feature/attribute selection is used by the algorithm for a good classification accuracy.
A number of classification algorithms like neural networks [73], logistic regression [63],
decision trees, [103] and so on, are available in the literature. Decision tree seems to be the
most commonly used among the classification models as it is an eager learning algorithm and
inexpensive to implement. In this study, we will focus on decision tree algorithms.
4.1.1 Classification Accuracy
The accuracy of a classification model is determined by test cost errors and classification
errors (training errors). The test cost errors, often considered minimal are costs incurred in
obtaining the attribute values, while classification errors are the costs incurred in misclas-
sifying the attributes from test data. In this study, we will focus on misclassification errors
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[71]. It is difficult to build a classification algorithm without having some misclassification
errors like false positive (FP) and true negative (TN). In customer churn prediction, binary
classifiers used in customers’ churn predictions are classified as churners and non-churners.
Churners are assigned positive (P) class, while non-churners are assigned negative (N) class;
most often some of the classification are wrong leading to misclassification errors, such as
TN (a positive assignment that is classified as negative) and FP (a negative assignment that
is classified as positive). The correct predicted classes are True Positive (TP) (a positive as-
signment that is actually classified as positive) and False Negative FN (a negative assignment
that is actually predicted to be false). The classification matrix is shown in table 4.1:




Class =yes TP TN
Class= No FP FN
The relationship between TP, FN, FP, P and N is given below;
TP + FN = P (4.1)
TN + FP = N (4.2)
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Other measures used to determine the accuracy and quality of a classification algorithms
are: Specificity, Sensitivity, Recall, Precision, FPrate, TPrate, Misclassification Error (MER),
ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve and Lift Curves.
Recall = TP
P




, MER = 1- accuracy
Specificity = TN
N
= FPrate, Lift = Precision
P/(P+N)
Sensitivity: The percentage of positive classifications that are actually classified as positive.
Specificity: The percentage of negative classifications that are actually classified as negative.
ROC Curve: a graph of Sensitivity against 1-Specificity at many cut-points. The area under
the curve is a measure which separates positive and negative classification. An increase in
the cut-points leads to an increase in Sensitivity while Specificity decreases [108].
Lift: This measure is used in comparing precision to the churn rate. It is used in comparing
the percentage of positive prediction to the percentage of the customers data records.
4.2 Decision Tree Algorithm
Decision tree is one of the most popular classification algorithms because it is easy to imple-
ment, an eager learning algorithm, and easy to understand. Also, decision tree algorithms do
not necessarily require additional information when building the prediction model. It makes
use of the already available record in the training data set in building the model [105]. When
compared with other classification algorithms the decision tree algorithm is easy to under-
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stand because it is based on rules. The rules can be applied to database retrieval language
like SQL as the database contains relational tables which are based on certain categories of
data [44].
A decision tree is a classification algorithm that recursively partitions data using breadth-
first algorithm until each data is pure; this implies that each partition contains records which
are of the same class or a leaf node [116]. This is a greedy approach since at each internal
node the best split point is chosen. Figure 4.1 shows the decision tree algorithm with the
associated training data set. The leaf nodes have a class (Excellent, Fair, Excellent or Fair)
associated with it, while the internal nodes are decision nodes which test the attributes: Age,
Loan Amount and Income for some specific values. The outcome of the test results in the
tree branching; it would be yes or no for each internal node test [105, 125]. The internal
nodes are also, called splitting or predictor attribute because it is at these nodes that splitting
decisions are made. In order to classify new records using the decision tree algorithm, the
tree is transversed recursively using greedy and breadth-first approach, starting from the root
node, through the internal nodes, until the leaf nodes are reached; classification of the new
records then occurs at the leaf nodes [105].
There are many decision tree algorithms proposed over the last few years which include
the following: C45 [103] , CLS [51] , CART [17] , ID3 [101], Random Tree [139], RainForest
[37], SLIQ [78], SPRINT [116], etc. CART, ID3, and C45 are based on Hunt’s algorithm
(The training data set is partitioned recursively using depth-first approach until the data items
are grouped in classes called purer group also, the data items are loaded into the memory at
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Figure 4.1: Decision Tree Classification Algorithm
the same time). Most of these algorithms classify and predict new data records in two phases:
tree building (growth) and tree pruning phases.
4.2.1 Tree Growth
The tree building phase is computationally more difficult and expensive compared with the
tree pruning phase since the data set is transversed multiple times while pruning is performed
on a fully grown tree. During the tree building stage, the training data is recursively parti-
tioned using breadth-first approach until each partition contains members of the same group
or class.
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The partitioning of the data depends on the evaluation of the splitting attribute [125]. In
partitioning the data, the data type of the splitting attribute is also considered. The splitting
point is of the form A < z (A is numerical data) and A ∈ z (A is categorical data), where
z is a member of A data set [105]. Figure 4.2 shows the tree building phase of decision tree
algorithm [105].
4.2 During the tree growing phase, a splitting attribute that has the best ability to group
the nodes into separate classes is chosen; the splitting of the nodes into separate classes is
achieved by reducing the entropies of the new nodes created [115], [125]. Many splitting in-
dexes have been proposed in literature to determine the goodness of best the split of a chosen
attribute. The splitting indexes are used in reducing the classification errors during the tree
growing phase; the reduction in impurity is known as the information gain (the difference in
the change of average entropy or the reduction in entropy). Information gain is a measure
that compares the difference of impurity degree when a data is split based on a given attribute
[61]. The information gain on a data set (S) that is being split based on an attribute A is given
by:






|S| is the number of records
While |Sv| is the subset of |S| for a given value of the attribute v.
Information gain favor attributes with large values which may lead to overfiting.
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Figure 4.2: Decision Tree Building Phase
The following are some of the other splitting indexes or impurity measures as proposed
by [101, 78, 116]. The best value for the impurity measure is obtained when all the data items
are grouped into classes or leaf nodes. When data items are skewed, or have large number of





The maximum value for the entropy is obtained when all the classes are equally dis-
tributed at the given node of the tree and a minimum value is obtained when all the instances
of a data set belong to a single class [144, 130]. The disadvantage or bias of this method is
that is does not produce an optimal tree when the data set is skewed, and it favors trees with
many branching or levels of attributes; it is mainly used with nominal attributes.




pi is the frequency/probability of the class
k is the number of classes or splits
This measure is more like the Entropy measure because the maximum value for the entropy
is obtained when all the classes are equally distributed at the given node of the tree and a
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minimum value is obtained when all the instances of a data set belongs to a single class
[144, 130]. It has advantage over Entropy since the bias found in Entropy measure is elimi-
nated with Gini index measure, but it is mostly used in binary splitting at the nodes. It does
not favor instances with skewed data set or high branching attributes. It takes into account
the number and size of branches before selecting an attribute.
GainRatio =Difference in Entropy(InformationGain)
Intrinsic Information









Nk is the number of instances of the child node [144].
Intrinsic Information is the entropy of the record distribution into the nodes of the tree
(it gives the information about which branch that belong to a particular record). Unlike the
Entropy and Gini index impurity measures favors instances when the data set is skewed. It
considers the size and number of the generated child nodes by using the intrinsic information.
The best split is one that has a small value of the intrinsic information. The Gain ratio method
is used to over the bias identified in the information gain, Entropy and Gini index measures.
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4.2.2 Tree Pruning
The Tree pruning phase of decision tree algorithm is used to improve the accuracy of classi-
fication and prediction of the algorithm. The sub trees with the smallest error rate are chosen
from the decision tree in order to improve accuracy and prevent overfitting (which may be
due to noise or too much details in the training data and may result in poor generalization or
misclassification error) [78]. There are many pruning algorithms available in literature, but
the most popular one is the minimum description length (MDL) proposed by [78, 77]. Other
algorithms for tree pruning include cross-validation and separate data set. MDL is used in
producing trees that are of small size, with the least amount of coding, with respect to data
set and model; thus, the main idea behind MDL algorithm is to encode a tree with the least
number of bits [105].
MDL scans a full fledged grown tree in a bottom-up technique unlike tree building which
is a top-down strategy. In scanning the tree, the children at a tree node N is pruned, if the
minimum cost of encoding it is greater than or equal to the minimum cost of pruning the
children of a node directly above it [115]. But if the performance of the pruned tree is the
same as the performance of the current tree, the pruned tree is chosen as a result of the
Occam’s razor (since the pruned tree is less complex than the current tree). Rastogi and
Shim, 1998 [105], stated that the total cost of encoding a tree is as stated below:
• The cost of encoding the tree model.
• The cost of encoding the split with respect to the attribute and its value.
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• The cost of encoding data items which belong to the same class in the leaf node.
MDL algorithm minimizes the above costs and prunes the tree, then produces a tree with
least misclassification error. The Pruning Tree algorithm[105] is shown below;
Pruning Tree Algorithm
procedure PRUNETREE
if A is a leaf Node {








minCost1 = minimum cost of pruning subtree (A1)
minCost2 = minimum cost of pruning subtree (A2)
Cost(B) +1 = Cost of encoding all data records
CostSplit(A) = Cost of splitting the attribute and cost of encoding the attribute values
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4.3 Serial Implementation of Decision Tree Algorithm
Decision tree algorithm can be implemented in a parallel form based on its scalability with
respect to the input data. Parallel implementation tends to be scalable, fast and disk resi-
dent and can be implemented in computer architecture with many processors [116]. Serial
implementation on the other hand is fast, memory resident and easy to understand. In this
study, we will focus on serial implementation of decision tree algorithm by Hunt’s algo-
rithms and other serial decision tree algorithms that does not obey Hunt’s Algorithm (SLIQ
and SPRINT). Hunt’s method of decision tree construction [51], [103] is as stated below:
Given a training set T of data records denoted by the classes C= C1, C2, · · · , Ck
The decision tree is constructed recursively using depth-first divide-and-conquer greedy
strategy by the following cases:
• Case1: T contains all the cases that belong to the same class Cj . The leaf node for T is
created and it is known by the class Cj
• Case2: T contains cases that belong to one class or more. The best splitting single
attribute is chosen, which will test and split T in to a single-class that contains many
cases. The split of T gives the subsets of T which are: T1, T2, · · · , Tn. The split on T
is chosen in order to obtain mutually exclusive results: O1, O2, · · · , On
∀ Ti ⊂ T having the result Oi
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• Case3: T contains no cases. The leaf created for the decision T has a class from another
source which is not T. In C4.5 this is regarded as the most frequent class and is chosen
as the parent not of the constructed tree.
With Hunt’s method, decision tree is constructed in two phases: tree growth and prun-
ing phases which have been explained in Section II. Most serial decision tree algorithms
(IDE3,CART and C4.5) are based Hunt’s method for tree construction [126]. In Hunt’s algo-
rithm for decision tree construction, training data set is recursively partitioned using depth-
first greedy technique, until all the record data sets belong to the class label [51]. The data
sets are memory resident and the data sets are sorted at every node in-order to determine the
best splitting attribute [116].
One of the disadvantages of serial decision tree implementation is low classification ac-
curacy when the training data is large. In order to reduce the high computational complexity
associated with large training data set, the whole training data set is loaded into the mem-
ory at the same time which leads to low classification accuracy [126]. This short coming of
serial decision tree implementation is addressed by SLIQ and SPRINT algorithm. In serial
implementation of SPRINT and SLIQ, the training data set is recursively partitioned using
breadth-first technique until all the data sets belong to the same class label and there is one
time sort of the data set using list data structure. Also, the training data set is not memory
resident but disk resident, which makes data scalability possible. This approach improves
the classification accuracy and reduces misclassification errors. The following sections give
a review of the commonly used decision tree algorithms based on serial implementation.
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Decision trees based on Hunts’s algorithm can be classified as classical decision trees
which can only be implemented serially. But there have been on-going researches to imple-
ment them in a parallel pattern. Peng implemented the parallel version of IDE3 [94]. The
disadvantages associated with classical decision tree algorithms are as enumerated below by
Podgorelec et al. [97]:
• Handling Noise Data: Classical decision tree algorithms does not always produce de-
cision models with accurate classifications when the training data contain noise or too
many details. But C4.5 and enhanced processing technique handles this deficiency.
• Production of Same Type of Decision tree: Given the same training data set and the
same condition, the classical algorithm always produces the same tree, instead of pro-
ducing multiple trees with a flexibility to choose the one that is less prone to error.
• Importance of Error: Different errors arise during application of classical decision tree
algorithms, but some errors have higher priority than others and need to be minimized
to achieve accurate classification. The errors occur as a result of the decisions made in
building the tree which reduce classification accuracy.
4.3.1 IDE3
IDE3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) decision tree algorithm was introduced in 1986 by Quinlan
Ross [101, 102]. It is based on Hunt’s algorithm and it is serially implemented. Like other
decision tree algorithms, the tree is constructed in two phases: tree growth and tree pruning.
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Data are sorted at every node during the tree building phase in order to select the best split-
ting single attribute [116]. Algorithm IDE3 uses information gain measure in choosing the
splitting attribute. It only accepts categorical attributes in building a tree model [101], [102].
Algorithm IDE3 does not give accurate results when there is too much noise or details in
the training data set; thus, an intensive pre-processing of data is carried out before building a
decision tree model with IDE3.
4.3.2 C4.5
Algorithm C4.5 is an improvement of IDE3 algorithm, developed by Quinlan Ross (1993)
[103]. It is based on Hunt’s algorithm and Also, like IDE3 it is serially implemented. Pruning
takes place in C4.5 by replacing the internal node with a leaf node; thereby, reducing the error
rate [97]. Unlike IDE3, C4.5 accepts both continuous and categorical attributes in building
the decision tree. It has an enhanced method of tree pruning that reduces misclassification
errors due to noise or too many details in the training data set. Like IDE3 the data are sorted
at every node of the tree in order to determine the best splitting attribute. It uses gain ratio
impurity method to evaluate the splitting attribute [103].
4.3.3 CART
CART (Classification and regression trees) was introduced by Breiman(1984) [17]. It builds
both classification and regression trees. The classification tree construction by CART is
based on binary splitting of the attributes. It is also based on Hunt’s model of decision tree
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construction and can be implemented serially [17]. It uses gini index splitting measure in
selecting the splitting attribute. Pruning is done in CART by using a portion of the training
data set [97]. CART uses both numeric and categorical attributes for building the decision
tree and has in built features that deals with missing attributes [70]. CART is unique from
other Hunt’s based algorithms, as it is also used for regression analysis with the help of the
regression trees. The regression analysis feature is used in forecasting a dependent variable
(result) given a set of predictor variables over a given period of time [17] . It uses many
single-variable splitting criteria like gini index, symgini and so forth and one multi-variable
(linear combinations) in determining the best split point, and data are sorted at every node
to determine the best splitting point. The linear combination splitting criteria is used during
regression analysis.
SALFORD SYSTEMS implemented a version of CART called CARTr using the origi-
nal code of Breiman(1984) [17]. CARTr has enhanced features and capabilities that address
the short comings of CART giving rise to a modern decision tree classifier with high classi-
fication and prediction accuracy.
4.3.4 SLIQ
SLIQ (Supervised Learning In Ques) was introduced by Mehta et al. (1996) [78]. It is a fast,
scalable decision tree algorithm that can be implemented in serial and parallel pattern. It is
not based on Hunt’s algorithm for decision tree classification. It partitions a training data set
recursively using breadth-first greedy strategy that is integrated with a pre-sorting technique
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during the tree building phase [78]. With the pre-sorting technique, sorting at decision tree
nodes is eliminated and replaced with one-time sort, with the use of list data structure for each
attribute to determine the best split point [78, 116]. In building a decision tree model, SLIQ
handles both numeric and categorical attributes. One of the disadvantages of SLIQ is that it
uses a class list data structure that is memory resident; thereby, imposing memory restrictions
on the data [116]. It uses Minimum Description length Principle (MDL) in pruning the tree
after constructing it. MDL is an inexpensive technique in tree pruning. It uses the least
amount of coding in producing trees that are small in size. It also uses bottom-up technique
in pruning a full grown tree [3, 78].
4.3.5 SPRINT
Scalable Parallelizable Induction of decision Tree (SPRINT) algorithm was proposed by
Shafer et al.[116]. SPRINT is a fast, scalable algorithm that is designed for large data sets
and databases. It generates its tree in a breadth-first approach while other decision tree meth-
ods that are based on Hunt’s algorithm generate a tree in a depth-first approach. It is not
memory-resident, unlike other decision tree algorithms that are based on Hunt’s algorithm. It
can be implemented in serial or parallel pattern unlike other classification algorithms that are
based on Hunt’s algorithm which can only be implemented serially. Each class label is linked
to the record identification for each value in the attribute list. SPRINT algorithm has two data
structures: attribute list and histogram. The attribute list contains the attribute and associated
value at each node; also, there is the histogram data structure associated with the attribute list
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[125]. The histogram data structure is used to show how the class is distributed at a particular
node. Two types of histograms are used for continuous attributes called c-below and c-above
[116].
The serial implementation of SPRINT compared to Hunt’s based algorithm is similar;
however, the difference is that while Hunt’s based algorithm builds the tree recursively and
determines the splitting point by sorting the data at the nodes with restrictions on data size,
since the data are memory resident, SPRINT has no restriction on the input size and uses
one-time sort. Thus SPRINT algorithm is disk resident with the training data set [105, 116].
Parallel implementation of SPRINT ensures loading balancing and good data placement at
the nodes/classes, by distributing attribute list from the training data set evenly among all N
(total number of processors), the fraction of data to be processed by each processor is 1/N
[116] and each processor determines its best splitting point. This ensures that continuous
attributes maintain their sorted order of data at each node. One of the major differences
between serial and parallel implementation of SPRINT is the initialization of the histogram
data structure. With continuous data, c-below histogram is initialized to zeros, while c-above
histogram is initialized to the class distribution using all nodes present. The class histogram is
updated for each process of the scan before using the gini-index measure to compute the split
point. But with categorical attributes, a single scan process is performed through the attribute
list, and the histogram is used after completing the scan; then the gini-index is computed for
all the attribute values. The lowest gini-index is chosen [116]. In this study, we will focus on
serial implementation of SPRINT decision tree algorithm.
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4.4 Serial Decision Tree Algorithm Implementation
Statistics
We reviewed about thirty-two articles in order to determine which of the serial decision
tree methods is commonly used in practical applications. The outcome of our literature
survey is as stated in the following tables below: the articles are represented by the last
name of the first author and the year of publication, and the decision tree algorithm used.
Table 4.2 show a literature of decision tree algorithms that is implemented serially. Table 4.3
shows the frequency usage of the serial implementation of decision tree algorithms. Table 4.3
shows that IDE3 is the most frequently used classifier, followed by C4.5 and then SPRINT.
Algorithm ID3 was one the earliest classifiers but as researchers and scientists discovered its
flaws they switched to CART, C4.5 and SPRINT.
4.5 Experimental Analysis
We carried out some experiments using Statlog data sets [79] as shown in Table 4.4. The
Stalog data set includes large scale data sets of various disciplines like finance (Australian
and German data sets), transportation (Vehicle data sets), science (Shuttle data set) and health
(Heart data set). We did a performance evaluation of the decision tree classifiers. Number of
records, number of attributes, and class size of the different data sets are varied in-order to
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Table 4.2: Literature review of Decision Tree Algorithms
Paper Decision Tree Algorithm
Quinlan, 1983,1993 [100], [103] IDE3 and C4.5
Shafer et al. 1996 [116] SPRINT, SLIQ, IDE3 and CART
Hunts et al. 1966 [51] CLS, C4.5, CART and IDE3
Breiman, 1984 [17] CART
Fan et al. 2003 Random Tree
Mehta, et al. 1996 [78] SLIQ
Gehrke et al. 1998 [37] RainForest
Peng et al. [94] IDE3
Srivastava et al. 1997 [125] SPRINT, IDE3 and C4.5
Srivastava et al. 1998 [126] SPRINT, IDE3, C4.5 and SLIQ
Rastog et al. 1998 PUBLIC, CLS, IDE3, C4.5 and CART
Sattler and Dunemann, 2001 [115] ID3, C4.5, SPRINT, SLIQ and PUBLIC
Kufrin, 1997 [66] ID3 and CART
BĂDULESCU (n.d) [6]
Rainforest, IDE3, C4.5 and SLIQ
CART and SPRINT
Srivastava and Singh (n.d) [124] ID3, C4.5, CLOUDS and SPRINT
Sattler and Dunemann, 2001 [115] ID3, C4.5, SPRINT, SLIQ and PUBLIC
Podgorelec et al. 2002 [97] ID3, C4.5, CART and OCI
Ling et al. 2004 [71] C4.5
Du and Zhan, 2002 [28] ID3 and CART
Pješivac-Grbović et al. 2006 [96] C4.5
Wen et al. 2008 [143] CART and C5.0
Xu et al. 2006 [146] IDE3 and IDE3+
determine their effect on the performance of each classifier. Tables 4.5, 4.6, and Figures 4.3,
4.4 show the result of the analysis.
4.5.1 Experimental Results
Figure 4.4 shows that for all the classifiers, the execution time increases as the number of
records increases. The steady portion of the graph is the effect of varying the number of
attributes of the classifiers. Also Figure 4.4 shows that the execution time (time to build
the model) of the classifiers decreases as the attributes of the classifiers increase and become
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Table 4.3: Frequency use of Decision Tree Algorithm







Random Tree 4.5 %






steady at some point due to the change in the number of records of the data sets and class
size change. Table 4.5 shows that SPRINT classifiers have the fastest execution time among
all the classifiers, irrespective of the class size, number of attributes, and records of the data
sets’ volume. Algorithm C4.5 closely follows SPRINT algorithm in performance. The table
also showed that the execution time for IDE3 is faster than CART, but CART is preferred by
researches and scientists as it handles both categorical and continuous attributes, while IDE3
does not handle continuous attributes. Table 4.6 shows that SPRINT classifier has the highest
classification accuracy among all the classifiers; the classification performance is followed by
C4.5. Compared to other classifiers, the class size, attribute number, and record number do
not affect the classification accuracy of SPRINT and C4.5. The classification accuracy of the
IDE3 and CART classifiers depends to a large extent upon the class size, attribute number,
and record number of the data sets. As shown in Table 4.6, for a large data set (shuttle
data set), the classification accuracy of IDE3 is better than that of CART as ID3 has a high
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accuracy for large data that have been pre-processed (noise and outliers removed) and loaded
into the memory at the same time. But for other data sets (Vehicle, Australian, German and
Heart) that are not too large (small-medium data sets), the classification accuracy of CART
is more than that of IDE3.
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Table 4.4: Statlog Datasets
Dataset
Category No. of No. of No. of
Attributes Classes Records
Australian Credit Analysis 14 2 690
Shuttle Space Shuttle Radiation 9 7 43499
German Credit Analysis 24 2 1000
Heart Heart Disease Screening 13 2 270
Vehicle Vehicle Identification 18 4 753
Table 4.5: Execution Time to build Model
Dataset IDE3 CART C4.5 SPRINT
Australian 0.08secs 11.41secs 0.02secs 0.02secs
Shuttle 1.48secs 38.31secs 0.17secs 0.15secs
German 0.03secs 2.17secs 0.06secs 0.04secs
Heart 0.03secs 0.61secs 0.1secs 0.03secs
Vehicle 0.03secs 1.64secs 0.1secs 0.02secs
Table 4.6: Classification Accuracy
Dataset IDE3 CART C4.5 SPRINT
Australian 71.5 % 85.4 % 84.2 % 85.8 %
Shuttle 99.2 % 94 % 98.00 % 99.63 %
German 32.1 % 70 % 69.2 % 70 %
Heart 35.2 % 56.67 % 76 .7 % 80 %
Vehicle 54.3 % 65 % 66.5 % 67 %
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Figure 4.3: Execution time and Number of Records
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Figure 4.4: Execution time and Number of Attributes
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4.6 Predicting Model
The Oxford English Dictionary [121] defines model as “A simplified or idealized descrip-
tion or conception of a particular system, situation, or process, often in mathematical terms,
that is put forward as a basis for theoretical or empirical understanding, or for calculations,
predictions, and so on.; a conceptual or mental representation of something.” Modeling can
be described as an inseparable part of all intellectual activities, especially scientific activities
which involve generation of abstracts, concepts, models, and so on [120]. Model in science
can also be said to be an abstraction of the real problem, process, object, method, phenomena,
and so forth. Modeling also, involves the application of special tools, techniques to gener-
ate outputs that are reliable, and can be verified and validated, consistent and correct [120].
Models are generally of two types: predictive and explanatory [47]. While explanatory mod-
els give a summary of the data description in terms of a particular domain, predictive models
give an insight into the unseen or future case/data, given the past and present case/data. In
this study, we will focus on predictive models for decision tree classification algorithms.
4.6.1 Predicting Model Complexity:
The complexity of a prediction model like classification strategy is determined using Vapnik-
Chervonenkis dimension (VC dimension) by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [137]. The VC di-
mensions is used to know the complexity/capacity of a classification algorithm, and deter-
mine over-fitting in the algorithm. VC dimension of a given class gives the maximal number
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h (set of data points) which can be shattered [16, 137]; thus, h is the maximum number
of points that can arranged in such a way that the classification algorithm can shatter them
(Moore, 2001). A classification algorithm D is said to shatter a set of data points X0, X1, X2,
.... Xn−1, if for every training data of the form (X0, Y0), (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), .... (Xn−1, Yn−1)
where Y0, Y1, Y2, .... Yn−1 are the class labels, there exists a constant with some value β that
has a zero training error [137]. It is assumed that all the points in the training data set are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). A classification model with zero training error
has generation problems and it is more complex than one without training error.
The VC dimension can also, be used to calculate the upper bound for test error in classi-
fication algorithm. Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1971) [137] gives the upper-bound of the test
error with a probability of 1-η as
T1 = T2 +
√
h(log(2N/h) + 1)− log(η/4)
N
(4.3)
h = VC dimension, η = confidence level of value 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 , N = size of the training data
set.
T1 = Test error and T2 = Training error.
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4.6.2 Model Evaluation:
After building and constructing a model, the model is evaluated based on the objectives
used in building it. In addition to fulfilling its objectives, the following criteria are used in
evaluating a given model:
• Consistency: A model has to be consistent (fit) with the empirical data (test data) used
in evaluating and testing [120]. A model that does not fit data will be rejected or
subjected to review/modification.
• Prediction of future observation: A good model should predict class labels of data sets
that are not used in the training or test data set.
• Complexity: The VC dimension of a good model should not be high in order not to
shatter all the data points in the training data set. If the complexity of a model is low,
then a good generation is possible for the model. Thus a model should be easy to use,
especially with other models.
• Accuracy: A good model should have a reasonable degree of confidence level in pre-
dicting observations.
4.7 Summary
Decision tree induction is one of the classification techniques used in decision support sys-
tems and machine learning processes. With the decision tree technique, the training data set
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is recursively partitioned using depth-first (Hunt’s method) or breadth-first greedy technique
[116] until each partition is pure or belongs to the same class/leaf node [51, 116]. Decision
tree model is preferred among other classification algorithms because it is an eager learning
algorithm and easy to implement. Decision tree algorithms can be implemented serially or
in parallel. Despite the implementation method adopted, most decision tree algorithms in
literature are constructed in two phases: tree growth and tree pruning phase. Tree pruning
is an important part of decision tree construction as it is used in improving the classifica-
tion/prediction accuracy by ensuring that the constructed tree model does not overfit the data
set, [78]. In this study, we focussed on serial implementation of decision tree algorithms
which are memory resident, fast, and easy to implement compared to parallel implemen-
tation of decision tree that is complex to implement. The disadvantages of serial decision
tree implementation is that it is not scalable (disk resident) and its inability to exploit the
underlying parallel architecture of computer system processors.
Our experimental analysis of performance evaluation of the commonly used decision tree
algorithms using Statlog data sets [79] shows that there is a direct relationship between ex-
ecution time in building the tree model and the volume of data records. Also, there is an
indirect relationship between execution time in building the model and attribute size of the
data sets. The experimental analysis also shows that SPRINT and C4.5 algorithms have good
classification accuracy compared to other algorithms used in the study. The variation of data
sets’ class size, number of attributes, and volume of data records is used to determine which
algorithm has a better classification accuracy between IDE3 and CART algorithms. In the fu-
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ture, we will perform experimental analyses of commonly used parallel implementation tree
algorithms and then compare it to that of serial implementation of decision tree algorithms
and determine which one is better based on practical implementation.
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Chapter 5
Churn Analysis and Management
Churn phenomenon cuts across all sectors of business. This phenomenon includes but is not
limited to, financial, telecommunication, retail, education, and so on. Market liberalization
of once closed markets, government regulations, privatization of government held monopo-
lies in some industries, improvement in technology, provision of goods/services at discount
rates, provision of effective and efficient services, and branding of goods/products etc, has
provided competitive environments for organizations. The competitive market environments
makes it possible for customers to become churners thus, switching loyalty among different
organization/firms in the same line of business [72, 92]. In this study, we apply an enhanced
decision tree algorithm to predict and detect the possibility that a customer will churn and
present some techniques that will prevent churning.
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5.1 Churn Analysis
Customer churn in a business environment can be described as the process by which a cus-
tomer discontinues the use of a product or service and continues the use of a similar product
or service with another company. It can be described as the process of customer turnover
[106] or losing a customer or business. Churn rate as shown in (5.1) for a given organization
can be viewed as the percentage or number of customers lost compared with the total number
of active customers [133, 52]:
Churn Rate =
customers lost
Total number of active customers
(5.1)
Customer churn can be unavoidable, voluntary or involuntary [85]. A churn is unavoidable
if the customer dies or is in a mentally unstable state. It is voluntary if a customer willingly
terminates the services or discontinues the use of a particular product. The discontinuation
of use of a product or service may be due to loss of jobs, missed payments, mortgage prime
loans, and so on. In this chapter, we will focus on voluntary customer churn in which cus-
tomers willingly switch between competitors in the same line of business environment in
order to gain a monetary advantage, improved service, or received better quality products.
Customer churn is highly related to customer retention and loyalty; a good customer rela-
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tionship strategy is needed for customer retention and loyalty [89]. Customer loyalty can be
calculated using the equation as shown in (5.2) [89].
Customer Loyalty = 1− Churn rate (5.2)
Customer churn analysis is used in identifying customer groups that are at risk of de-
fecting and the customer lifetime value (CLV) of a business [85]. The life time value of a
customer is the total net income/benefit of the customer to the business over the customer’s
lifetime with the business [89]. The customer churn segments are detected using the follow-
ing techniques [122]:
• Churn Trend Analysis: This trend uses the sales trend of the amount spent by customers
on goods and services. It identifies customers in terms of sales amount, customer
numbers, values of goods, and services consumed, over a period of time. The sales
trend can be discovered using time-series analytical tools.
• Churn Profiling: This techniques identifies risky segments based on geographic, de-
mographic and psychographic groups. Customer profiling is used in identifying the
segments that are most likely to churn and the reasons for defecting.
• Churn Prediction: This technique builds a model based on churn analysis (churn trend
and profiling). The model identifies the possibility of a customer defecting and the
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segment of the customer base at risk of churning based on scoring indices as discussed
in the sections following.
5.1.1 Churn Indices
The main aim of churn analysis is to understand and predict customers who are in the risky
group of defecting to a competitor’s business and then to advise management on ways to
retain those customers that are profitable [89]. Customer churn prediction varies with the
type of organization and customer’s ability to churn can be determined by scoring churn
indices [122]. In the retail supermarket chain industry, segmentation of customer records is
used to determine the buying pattern or behavior of the customer over a given period of time
which is a churn index; then any deviation from the discovered pattern can likely be described
as a churn behavior on the part of the customer. Switching (churn index) of subscribers from
one provider to another can be taken to be churn in the telecommunication or internet service
industry [89, 129].
A record showing that a student did not graduate(churn index) after a specified number
of years or that the student “dropped-out” could likely indicate that the student transferred to
another school, the action implying that the student has churned in the education sector. In
the finance industry for a company issuing credit cards to its customers, the indication that the
customer has churned (start using another credit card from another company) is the decline
in transactions (churn index) or closure of the credit card account by the customer. The
customer churn prediction on a target industry will be based on the data that are available.
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An analysis by [52, 122, 133] of customers in the telecommunication industry shows the
following as the possible churn factors:
• Customer Location: A change in customer residence or work area could indicate pos-
sible churning to a business competitor. Also, change in customer status, like increase
in income or lifestyle, can be a reason for churning as the customer may want to belong
to the elitist segment of society.
• Low Quality Service or Goods: If customers are not satisfied with the quality of goods
or services, they will likely defect to a business competitor who will meet their demand.
• High Cost of Goods and Services: If customers discover that goods and services are
highly priced compared to those of business competitors, they may likely defect to take
advantage of the low prices depending on the elasticity of the goods.
5.1.2 Churn Management
Churn management is part of the customer relationship management (CRM) a business en-
tity adopts in order to retain its customers [141]. It is far more expensive to attract new
customers than to retain existing ones [122], thus the need for effective churn management.
The churn management technique is used to determine the probability that a customer will
churn and the possibility that the customer will remain loyal. It includes a predictive and a
recommender system that will build customer loyalty and retentive strategy and at the same
time determine customer profitability. Churn prediction is used to determine effective churn
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management/strategy that will optimize profitability and enhance customer relationship man-
agement [147]. Figure 5.1 shows the process of churn prediction and management. In this
research we use an enhanced decision tree algorithm as described in the sections below to
predict and determine the possibility that a customer will churn and suggest appropriate churn
management/customer relationship management techniques to address it.
Figure 5.1: Framework of churn prediction and management
5.1.3 Churn Model
The Churn model is generally of two types: one that considers the customer’s leaving the firm
permanently and one in which the customer defects to a business competitor in the same line
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of business et al. [40]. The churn models are Hazard and Markov models. The Hazard model
looks at customers’ defection as permanent, such as the death, loss of income, relocation
of residence, and change of job. It uses probability measure based on the failure time of
customer (period of time customer fails to patronize the firm) to determine the possibility
that a customer will churn [40].
The Hard Model known as accelerated failure time (AFT) [60] is as given below:
ln(tj) = βjXj + σµj (5.3)
t= purchase time of customer j.
X= covariants, β and σ are constants which can have different values.
The Markov model is used to describe the probability that a customer defects to com-
petitors’s business; thus, the customer transits from one state to another [60]. The model is
used in predicting the transition probabilities of a customer with a particular business at any
particular time (being in a particular state). Pfeifer and Carraway [95] used the transition






[(1 + i)−1P ]tR (5.4)
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V
′ = CLV of the transition states
P = Probability matrix of the transition which can be constant over a given period of time.
It could also be said to be the switching probabilities [60], [110], [68]. The R is margin
(reward vector),which can be said to be constant over a given period of time; it is the total
volume of items purchased and the real possibility of buying a particular item at any given
time. Pfeifer and Carraway [95] defined transition states of the Markov model based on the
recent purchase or activities of the customers. It could be defined based on the additional





Decision tree algorithm first builds a decision tree and then prunes subtrees from the decision
tree in order to improve accuracy and prevent overfitting (which may be due to noise or too
much details in the training data and may result in a poor generalization or a misclassification
error) [51]. SPRINT decision tree algorithm uses entropy or gini index impurity measure
to calculate the goodness of the best split, but our enhanced decision tree algorithm uses
gain ratio to calculate the goodness of the best split [130]. The Entropy/gini index impurity
measure tends to favor data items that are large and distinct but churn rate is usually slow in
nature. Thus the entropy/gini index measure will not determine the correct goodness of the
best split. In order to overcome the short-comings of entropy/gini index, gain ratio impurity
measure is used. Decision trees algorithm does not give accurate results when the data are
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skewed, especially in churn prediction as the algorithm works by splitting data attributes
into smaller groups and then use, the dominant group which represents 50% of the segment
population [122]. Also, there is a low rate nature of churning which leads to inaccurate
decisions. Thus, accurate churn prediction will not be possible when decision tree algorithm
alone is used in the prediction/classification [122].
In order to avoid the error associated with decision tree algorithm, we propose an im-
proved decision tree algorithm that will perform a churn trend analysis by first clustering
(K-Means clustering method may be used) the customer data record which will produce a
customer churn profile based on the following groups or patterns: geographic, demographic
and psychographic attributes. Clustering algorithms will also, explore the data to discover
customer behavior or patterns; the exploration gives a good view of the data structure such
as the purchasing power of the customer in a retail store business. The result of data explo-
ration will enable the management to adopt good marketing strategies to maintain customer
loyalty. The enhanced SPRINT algorithm is then applied to the customer record after the
data has been clustered. The possibility of customer defection is detected by churn scoring.
The training data will be used to train the classification model (decision tree). The test data
will be used in validating the model. The clustered data will be validated using clustering
validation algorithms. We compared the result of experimental analysis of cluster validity
measures based on proximity measure with that of cluster measures obtained from literature
survey of the measures; then the best cluster validity measure are used in the validation.
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The clustering of the data will reveal the customer demographics, geographic, psychogra-
phies and behavior/patterns towards the target organization, service, or product. The pattern
displayed by the segmented (clustered) data will be used to predict customers who are likely
to churn. The churn rate can then be determined using the total customer base and the cus-
tomers who churned. Thus, the data mining technique will be used in customer churn detec-
tion. Customer churn detection as explained above involves churn trend analysis (using sales
trend analysis to determine churning pattern), customer churn profiling (determine churn risk
groups based on demographics, geographic and psychographies), and prediction of future
churn rate of the customers. The customers’ records, segmented records, and other external
information from business/market environment will be used in creating a data warehouse.
Figure 6.1 shows our proposed decision tree model. Figure 6.2 shows a frame work of the
model.
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Figure 6.1: The proposed Model
102
Figure 6.2: The proposed Model Framework [50]
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6.2 Algorithm Complexity of Decision Tree
Decision tree construction is a greedy algorithm that recursively partitions a training data
until each partition contains record which is of the same class or a leaf node [116] or until
there are no more nodes to split [88] in a top-down pattern and then prunes the full grown
tree using a bottom-up approach. The tree pruning ensures that overfitting of the training
data is avoided and noise in the data is eliminated. The greedy nature of the algorithm is that
at each node the best split test decision is made. The best split decision at each node is a
local optimal choice [88] that produces suboptimal trees [39]. The optimality of a decision
tree is determined by its prediction/classification accuracy and the size/depth of the tree [88].
The smaller or shallower the tree, the more computationally efficient the tree, and the higher
the classification/prediction accuracy. Also, an optimal tree ensures that the number of steps
required to predict/classify an unknown data is minimized by building a tree that is small in
size or shallow in depth [53]. Constructing an optimal binary tree is intractable; it is an NP
(nondeterministic polynomial time)-complete problem which requires a heuristic approach.
Thus a polynomial time solution for optimal tree construction is very unlikely, that is P (poly-
nomial time) 6=N [53, 87]. A search or decision problem is NP-Complete when other search
or decision problems are reducible to it [22]. Our proposed model improves the optimal-
ity of a SPRINT decision tree algorithm by increasing its prediction/classification accuracy
as shown in section 6.3.1. This optimality is achieved by enhancing its splitting attribute
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and segmenting the training by using the clustering algorithm before applying decision tree
algorithm.
6.3 Implementation
We implemented our enhanced decision model by first clustering the data using K-means
algorithm. We modified the SPRINT decision tree algorithm by changing the splitting index
from gini index to gain ratio; this addresses the skewness of the data. The SPRINT decision
tree algorithm is a recursive partitioning algorithm which is used in variable/attrubite reduc-
tion; thus, the issue attribute selection is eliminated [99]. We also gain leverage on the query
capability of SQL back-end database. The use of a database engine in implementing our
algorithm makes it to be scalable to a large database set which enabled us to obtain enough
statistics on the data and on the model. The database engine also ensures that data used in
building the model is disk resident, ensuring efficient memory management and selection of
the required attribute. We validated the results of the clustering algorithm by developing a
system that compares the clustering indices. We equally perform a literature survey of all the
clustering indices and compare it with our survey result and the results we obtain from the
system we developed. We chose the best clustering index from our comparison and used it
to validate the result from the clustering algorithm.
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6.3.1 Data Preparation and Algorithm Processing
We collected about 28, 867 retail records from Microsoft retail data mining records (Table
6.1) [80], about 5, 000 of financial bank data records from De Paul University, Chicago USA,
data resource (Table 6.2) [84], and about 270 database instances from V.A. Medical Center,
Long Beach, and the Cleveland Clinic Foundation (Table 6.3) [26]. In Table 6.1, the records
are pre-processed and analyzed; then unwanted attributes like region, ID and commute dis-
tance were removed. Since our proposed algorithms can handle numerical attributes, there is
no need to discretize other attributes. The attributes used in predicting bike buyer class from
the retail data are marital status, gender, yearly income, children, education, occupation,
home owner, cars and age. These attributes are used in determining which of the customers
will be a bike buyer (positive classification) and those that will not buy bikes (negative clas-
sification).
The customers who did not buy bike churns; thus, our algorithm detects customer churn
in the organization. In the financial bank record data set as shown in Table 6.2, the ID
attribute was removed, and other numerical attributes were not discretize. The data sets are
used in predicting the bank customers that will invest in personal equity plan (pep) class.
All other attributes used in the prediction are shown in Table 6.2. Customers who did not
invest in the investment plan are assumed to have churned; that, is they are likely to close
their accounts with the bank or invest in the plan with another financial institution. Table
6.3 contains patients’ data records. It is used to predict patients that will likely have heart
disease using the patients’ medical history records. It also determines the patients that bear
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Table 6.1: Retail Data
Attributes/Fields Description
ID Record identification
Marital Status Single or Married
Gender Male or Female
Yearly Income Total income for the year(numeric)
Children Number of children(numeric)
Education Bachelor,high sch.graduate,partial college
Occupation Clerical,professional,skilled,management
Home owner Yes or No
Cars Total number of cars(numeric)
Commute Distance Distance Commuted(numeric)
Region Europe, Pacific,North America




Sex Male or Female
Region inner city/rural/suburban/town
Income The income of customer(numeric)
Married Marital status of customer(Y ES/NO)
Children The number of children for a customer(numeric)
car does customer have cars(Y ES/NO)
sav acct If customer have saving account(Y ES/NO)
current acct If customer have current account(Y ES/NO)
mortgage If customer have a mortgage plan(Y ES/NO)
pep
If customer invested in personal
equity plan (Y ES/NO)
the risk of having heart disease in the future. These risky group of patients are those that
churn (patients with no heart disease) that stopped being patients of the hospital since the
hospital specializes in treating patient with heart disease. The database instances in Table 6.3
have been pre-processed and cleaned. It contains no missing values of the attributes.
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Table 6.3: Medical (Heart Disease) data
Attributes/Fields Description
Age Patient’s Age
Sex Patient’s sex (1=male,0=female)
Chest pain type Chest Pain Type (values: 1,2,3 and 4)
Blood Pressure Resting Blood Pressure (measured in mm Hg)
Cholesterol level Serum Cholesterol in mg/dl
Blood Sugar Fasting Blood Sugar < 120 mg/dl (1=true,0=false)
Electrocardiographic Results
Electrocardiographic Results (0=normal)
(1=ST-t abnormality,2=left ventricular hypertrophy)
Maximum Heart Rate Maximum Heart Rate achieved
Chest pain Exercise Induced angina (1=yes, 0=no)
Oldepeak ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest
ST slope
The slope of the peak exercise ST segment
(Values: 1=upssloping,2=flat,3=downsloping)
vessels The number of major vessels (0-3) colored by fluoroscopy
Thalassemia (Thal) thal: 3=normal, 6=fixed defect, 7=reversible defect
Heart Disease
Predicted attribute
(1=absence of heart disease, 2= presence of heart disease)
Table 6.4: Churn prediction of retail data
Name
Marital Children Income · · · Predicted Bike
Status Buyer
Candidate1 Married 0 $90000 · · · Yes
Candidate2 Single 3 $60000 · · · No
Candidate3 Married 3 $60000 · · · Yes




















Table 6.5: Churn prediction of financial data
Name
Age Sex Income · · · Predicted Pen
Investment
Candidate1 23 Male $18766.9 · · · Yes
Candidate2 30 Male $9915.67 · · · No
Candidate3 45 Female $21881.6 · · · Yes
Candidate4 50 Male $46794.4 · · · Yes
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 6.6: Churn prediction for heart disease
Name
Age Sex Chest pain · · · Predicted
Heart Disease
Patient1 70 1 4 · · · 1
Patient2 67 0 3 · · · 1
Patient3 57 1 2 · · · 1
Patient4 64 1 4 · · · 2
Patient5 74 0 2 · · · 1
Patient6 65 1 4 · · · 2
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
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6.3.2 Implementation The Proposed Model using Weka
Weka Data Mining Software in Java [144] is enhanced in-order to implement the proposed
algorithm. Weka in its current form is not suitable to implement the algorithm; thus, Weka’s
source code is modified to accommodate the implementation of the proposed algorithm. The
java code generated by the modification of Weka source code is given in Appendix A. The
following steps are taken in-order to modify the Weka software:
• Software Environment: Java JDK 1.5 or later for Weka 3.5.x or later. Also, NetBean
IDE 6.5 or latter is used for the Java environment.
• Setting up the database connections: The database use is MS SQL Server 2005. Weka
DatabaseUtils.props package for MS SQL Server 2005 is DatabaseUtils.props.mssqlserver2005.
DatabaseUtils.props.mssqlserver2005 properties that is amended for the proposed al-
gorithm are:
jdbcDriver and jdbcURL
The required jdbcDriver is com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver
while the required jdbcURL is jdbc:sqlserver:server.my.domain:1433











































# mappings for table creation
CREATE STRING = TEXT
CREATE INT = INT





# flags for loading and saving instances using DatabaseLoader /Saver
nominalToStringLimit=50
idColumn = auto generated id
• Setting up the TCP/IP Connection: In order to establish a connection between the
Weka package and the SQL server, Microsoft SQL Jdbc driver has to be installed and
configured the classpath has to be set to reflect the jar file(sqljdbc). Also, the TCP/IP
connection has to be enabled in the SQL server 2005.
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• Adding the Enhanced Sprint algorithm class:
A class Sprint.java is created with the Weka directory
< path >/weka/classifiers/trees/Sprint.java The GenericObjectEditor property of the
Weka is edited to include the Sprint class in the appropriate class super class interface
for usage in the GUI for the Weka system. The Sprint.java is a modified with the fol-
lowing additions:
The Instances class is modified to enable files to be read in an incremental mode in-
stead of reading the whole file into the memory at the same time. This reading of the
file makes the Sprint algorithm to be scalable as all the data are not resident in the
memory at the same time. This reading is done by adding the code below:
BufferedReader mato = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(“/< path >/filename”));
ArffReader arff = new ArffReader(reader, 1000);
Instances data = arff.getStructure();
data.setClassIndex(data.numAttributes() - 1);
Instance inst;




ArffReader is the BufferedReader class.
BufferedReader is a java class used in reading character-input stream from a text/file.
It buffers the characters from the file/text so that the characters are read line by line,
instead of reading the whole text/file into the memory at the same time.
6.3.3 Implementation Results
We did a comparative analysis of classification of our proposed model with other decision
tree algorithms in terms of percentage of class prediction and other classification accuracy
measures. The experimental analysis was done repeatedly and consistent results were ob-
tained. The results of the experimental analysis are as stated in section 4.1. Tables 6.7, 6.8,
6.9, 6.10 and 6.11, show the comparative analysis of our algorithms and other decision tree
algorithms.
Table 6.7 and 6.8 show the percentage of class prediction while Tables 6.10,6.11, 6.12
and 6.13 show the classification accuracy measures of precision, recall, F-measure and ROC.
Figure 6.4 shows the percentage of class prediction for the bike buyer. Table 6.4 shows the
sample of the churn prediction for bike buyers from the retail data (bike buyer is the predicted
class).
The customers that do not buy bikes are mostly likely to churn. Exploration and forecast-
ing of the customer records shows that customers that are married with or without children
are most likely to buy bikes while those that are single and without children are less likely to
buy bikes and thus more likely to churn. Table 6.5 also, shows a sample of churn prediction
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for bank customers that will invest in the personal equity plan (pep is the predicted class),
the customers that did not invest in the plan are most likely to churn. Also, exploration and
forecasting of the customer records show that married customers who have mortgage plans
and earn higher income than other customers are likely to invest in the plan. The result of this
analysis will assist management to put in place programs that are customers centric in order
to retain their customers and achieve customer loyalty. Table 6.6 shows the churn prediction
for patients that are suffering from heart disease. Heart disease is the predicted class; the
value of 1 signifies the absence of heart disease while the value of 2 signifies the presence of
heart disease in the patients.
Analysis of the prediction results shows that following attributes are dominant in predict-
ing a patient with a heart disease: Thal is a blood disorder that is inherited. The blood disorder
is responsible for the abnormal shape of the Thal. Thal disorder leads to destruction red blood
cells and anemia. Thal with values (6=fixed and 7=reversed), Vessels with values(1,2, and 3)
, chest pain type with value 4, chest pain with value (1=yes), oldpeak with values between
the range (2.06-6.2), maximum heart rate with values between the range (71.0-136.0) and
sex with value( 0=female). Thus, patients with this medical record history(stated attributes)
without heart disease are likely to churn, but the hospital management will require them to
be on a treatment/management plan since they are at risk of having heart disease in the future
if their case is not well handled. This result shows the use of churn management model in
preventing churning pattern of customers. Figure 6.3 shows the decision tree prediction for
patients with heart disease. The numbers in parenthesis specify the total number attributes
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Table 6.7: Comparative analysis of classification accuracy using retail data
Correctly Incorrectly Unclassified
Classified Classified
Proposed Algorithm 91.02% 8.98% none
C4.8(J48) 86.30% 11.97% 1.7%
Random Tree 87.79% 12.21% none
Random Forest 89.67% 10.33% none
Simplcart 90.5% 9.4% none
Table 6.8: Comparative analysis of classification accuracy using Medical (Heart disease) data
Correctly Incorrectly Unclassified
Classified Classified
Proposed Algorithm 80% 20% none
C4.8(J48) 79.2% 20.8% none
Random Tree 71.11% 28.89% none
Random Forest 78.15% 21.85% none
Simplcart 77.78% 22.22% none
that are correctly classified and those that are not correctly classified (correctly classified /
incorrectly classified).
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Table 6.9: Comparative analysis of classification accuracy using Financial Data
Correctly Incorrectly Unclassified
Classified Classified
Proposed Algorithm 68.67% 31.3% none
C4.8(J48) 67.67% 32.3% none%
Random Tree 56.7% 43.3% none
Random Forest 62.7% 37.3% none
Simplcart 66.7% 33.3% none
Table 6.10: Comparative analysis for positive bike prediction
Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Proposed Algorithm 0.656 0.108 0.185 0.625
C4.8(J48) 0.383 0.372 0.377 0.684
Random Tree 0.374 0.341 0.357 0.676
Random Forest 0.470 0.303 0.369 0.749
Simplcart 0.655 0.109 0.187 0.626
Table 6.11: Comparative analysis for negative bike prediction
Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Proposed Algorithm 0.910 0.994 0.950 0.625
C4.8(J48) 0.931 0.934 0.933 0.685
Random Tree 0.928 0.937 0.933 0.676
Random Forest 0.926 0.962 0.944 0.749
Simplcart 0.920 0.992 0.950 0.626
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Table 6.12: Comparative analysis for Absence of Heart Disease prediction
Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Proposed Algorithm 0.796 0.86 0.827 0.786
C4.8(J48) 0.796 0.86 0.827 0.786
Random Tree 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.703
Random Forest 0.79 0.827 0.808 0.872
Simplcart 0.788 0.82 0.804 0.791
Table 6.13: Comparative analysis for Presence of Heart Disease prediction
Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Proposed Algorithm 0.806 0.725 0.763 0.786
C4.8(J48) 0.806 0.725 0.763 0.786
Random Tree 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.703
Random Forest 0.77 0.725 0.747 0.872
Simplcart 0.763 0.763 0.744 0.791
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Figure 6.3: Bike Buyer Class Prediction
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The primary objective of this dissertation is to improve the predictive ability of the decision
tree algorithm in order to determine the possibility that a customer will churn, predict future
churn rates, and establish customer relationship management techniques to achieve customer
loyalty. Customer churn prediction with decision tree algorithms is not always accurate es-
pecially when a data set is skewed, large and distinct; hence, an enhancement to the decision
tree algorithms is needed to ensure good churn prediction. Chapter 6 discusses how the deci-
sion tree algorithm was enhanced and implemented in order to arrive at good customer churn
prediction.
The main limitation in implementing the proposed algorithm is in obtaining current trans-
action data from organizations. Most establishments find it difficult to release their transac-
tion data because of privacy concerns. There is also the risk that competitors in the same line
of business may have access to the data if released to the public. But I am grateful to Mi-
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crosoft [80], De Paul University, Chicago, USA, data resource [84], and V.A. Medical Center,
Long Beach, and the Cleveland Clinic Foundation [26] for providing the data needed for im-
plementation of the proposed algorithm. Other limitations encountered during the research
process include the following:
• Customer Churning is generally a low rate event. As a result, it is difficult to identify
customer movement from transaction data especially when the rate of change of data
items is very small.
• There are the issues of choosing between test-set data validation and K-fold (10-fold)
cross data validation. In test-data validation, about 30% of the data set is used in vali-
dating the model, while the remaining 70% is used as training data set. Test-set model
validation is easy to implement and gives an accurate result when there is sufficient
data in order to avoid overfitting when small training size is used.
Ten fold data set validation uses about 10% of the data set in validating the model;
it gives more accurate result compared to test-set data validation especially when the
data set is very small, as all the data records are used for both training and validation.
There is one validation for each record (Ron, 1995) [107].
• A decision has to be taken between estimating missing attribute values and deleting
records with missing attribute values. In estimating the missing attribute values, local
estimation techniques, are preferred over global estimation techniques because in local
estimation techniques the missing attribute value is estimated based on the most proba-
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ble value within the same class label; this missing attribute value is compared to global
estimation that is done without reference to the class label [144].
• Difficulty appears in selecting attributes/features that are of high significance with re-
spect to database instances, in order to obtain good prediction/classification results and
reduce classification errors.
This research work focuses on exploring ways of enhancing SPRINT decision tree al-
gorithms to design a good churning model that will predict the probability that a customer
will churn. In the business environment, the customer is the “King”, and no business entity
prospers or survives economic turmoil without having a good customer base and sustainable
customer loyalty.
The decision tree algorithm is chosen for enhancement from among other classification/
prediction algorithms because of the following features:
• Decision tree is an eager learning algorithm and produces models that are easy to in-
terpret.
• It handles both categorical and continuous attributes.
• It handles noise and outliers in data sets efficiently.
• It handles missing attributes efficiently.
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• Decision tree algorithms do not necessarily require additional information when build-
ing the model apart from what is available in the training data set used in building the
model [105].
• It is based on rules that are easily integrated to the database (SQL back-engine).
7.1 Main Contributions
Section 1.2 of this dissertation provides the main contributions of the research work to the
science and business community. A number of experiments using the proposed Enhanced
decision tree algorithm, as well as the system that identifies a good cluster validation algo-
rithm, were performed. We conducted a literature survey on cluster validation algorithms
and commonly used decision tree algorithms. We published and presented four papers based
on our research work submitting to an international conference and to a journal: the Interna-
tional Journal of Computer Science and Security (IJCSS) and the International Conference
on Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition (AIPR-09); all papers were peer reviewed.
A summary of our work is stated as follows:
Customer Churn prediction is used to determine accurately customers who are in the risky
group of defecting to a competitor’s business establishment. Thus, a prediction tool that is
fast and scalable with the ability to interpolate with a database back engine which explores
the customer database constructively is needed. Most decision tree algorithms available in
literature fall short of the features of a good churn prediction tool. The proposed algorithm
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incorporates all the good features of SPRINT decision tree algorithms. It uses gain ratio
impurity measure instead of gini index to determine the best splitting point on a decision
tree node. The splitting attribute approach takes care of skewed data and data that are large
and distinct. It equally clusters the customer data record before applying the proposed algo-
rithm to the records. A comparative analysis of the proposed algorithm and other decision
tree algorithms were conducted experimentally. The analysis was based on customer churn
prediction using the retail and financial and health data sets. A classification accuracy above
90% and a good improvement of other classification accuracy measures were obtained. Thus,
our algorithm is suitable in churn prediction algorithm as compared to other decision tree al-
gorithms.
7.2 Future Work
Results of the experiments show that the proposed algorithm performed better than other
decision tree prediction algorithms with regard to prediction accuracy and in reducing clas-
sification errors. Further work that will implement other impurity splitting measures like
entropy into our algorithm and comparing it with the results obtained from gain ratio at-
tribute is being considered. We are considering implementing the proposed algorithm using
multiple processors in parallel form. The implementation will lead to increase in process-
ing time and prediction accuracy as suggested by Shafer [116] in their implementation of
SPRINT decision tree algorithm.
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* Returns only the toString() method.
*
* @return a string describing the classifier
*/




* Returns the capabilities of this classifier.
*
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* @return the capabilities
*/
public Capabilities getCapabilities() {















* only checks the data against its capabilities.
*
* @param i the training data
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*/
public void buildClassifier(Instances i) throws Exception {




* Classifies the given instance.
*
* @param i the instance to classify
* @return the classification result
*/
public double classifyInstance(Instance i) throws Exception {
Object[] s = new Object[i.numAttributes()];
for (int j = 0; j < s.length; j++) {
if (!i.isMissing(j)) {
if (i.attribute(j).isNominal())
s[j] = new String(i.stringValue(j));
else if (i.attribute(j).isNumeric())









* Returns only the classnames and what classifier it is based on.
*
* @return a short description
*/
public String toString() {
return ”Auto-generated classifier wrapper, based on weka.classifiers.trees.Sprint (generated
with Weka 3.5.8).\n” + this.getClass().getName() + ”/WekaClassifier”;
}
/**
* Runs the classfier from commandline.
*
* @param args the commandline arguments
*/






public static double classify(Object[] i)
throws Exception {




static double N4efaa9580(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 1.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N2a83f8ea1(i);





static double N2a83f8ea1(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
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if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 66.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N3e4ae0742(i);





static double N3e4ae0742(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 2.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N25d5ff9f3(i);





static double N25d5ff9f3(Object []i) {
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double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 33.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N48133214(i);





static double N48133214(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N3e43bdd65(i);






static double N3e43bdd65(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 30000.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N51644c896(i);





static double N51644c896(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 13054.0) {
p = 1;






static double Nfdce01e7(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[10] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Europe”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N6dfdd9b48(i);
} else if (i[10].equals(”Pacific”)) {
p = 1;





static double N6dfdd9b48(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[9] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”0-1 Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”10+ Miles”)) {
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p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”5-10 Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”2-5 Miles”)) {
p = 1;





static double N34dff0d69(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 10000.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5a3c8cb810(i);






static double N5a3c8cb810(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[1] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = 1;





static double N3d3ab25011(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 20000.0) {
p = 1;






static double N5890c19712(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 15550.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N795cdee13(i);





static double N795cdee13(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[10] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Europe”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N7c02c82514(i);
} else if (i[10].equals(”Pacific”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N18a11ec820(i);






static double N7c02c82514(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 38.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N1aa234be15(i);





static double N1aa234be15(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.Nf34b39b16(i);
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static double Nf34b39b16(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[5] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Graduate Degree”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N4cfb8ce917(i);
} else if (i[5].equals(”Partial College”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N16e03c7b18(i);
} else if (i[5].equals(”High School”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Bachelors”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5ba2baf819(i);






static double N4cfb8ce917(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[7] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[7].equals(”Yes”)) {
p = 0;





static double N16e03c7b18(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[9] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”0-1 Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”10+ Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”5-10 Miles”)) {
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p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”2-5 Miles”)) {
p = 1;





static double N5ba2baf819(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 37.0) {
p = 0;





static double N18a11ec820(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
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if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 47.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N79ebe91921(i);





static double N79ebe91921(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[2] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[2].equals(”Female”)) {
p = 0;





static double N6f14a6d722(Object []i) {
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double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[9] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[9].equals(”0-1 Miles”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[9].equals(”10+ Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”5-10 Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”2-5 Miles”)) {
p = 1;





static double N34d5a63a23(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 70000.0) {
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p = 1;





static double N369444ef24(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 38.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N4039c2e725(i);





static double N4039c2e725(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 13172.0) {
p = 1;





static double N102aeca226(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[9] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”0-1 Miles”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N721587f827(i);
} else if (i[9].equals(”10+ Miles”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[9].equals(”5-10 Miles”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N54836cd548(i);
} else if (i[9].equals(”2-5 Miles”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N2b8d96c450(i);






static double N721587f827(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[10] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Europe”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N6391e54b28(i);
} else if (i[10].equals(”Pacific”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5f663b7f33(i);





static double N6391e54b28(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 1.0) {
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p = WekaClassifier.N7f64d1fe29(i);





static double N7f64d1fe29(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 63.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N3416bc0930(i);





static double N3416bc0930(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 0;
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} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N40930d9631(i);





static double N40930d9631(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[6] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Clerical”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Professional”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Manual”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Skilled Manual”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N766113f832(i);






static double N766113f832(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 19492.0) {
p = 1;





static double N5f663b7f33(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = 0;






static double N30cc3fc734(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[1] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N316f3ad835(i);





static double N316f3ad835(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 60000.0) {
p = 0;
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static double N7d80544236(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 17776.0) {
p = 1;





static double N741bf96c37(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 50000.0) {
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p = WekaClassifier.N58945d0138(i);





static double N58945d0138(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 49.0) {
p = 1;





static double N74661a1539(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 50.0) {
p = 1;





static double N5b3a946640(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N62e4e35441(i);





static double N62e4e35441(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[6] == null) {
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p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Clerical”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Professional”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N2108d28542(i);
} else if (i[6].equals(”Manual”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Skilled Manual”)) {
p = 1;





static double N2108d28542(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 60000.0) {
p = 1;






static double N4a352ab443(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = 0;





static double N6886b57b44(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 60000.0) {
p = 0;
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static double N63f4d3d945(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[2] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[2].equals(”Female”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5e807ed346(i);





static double N5e807ed346(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
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p = WekaClassifier.N46067f1d47(i);





static double N46067f1d47(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 41.0) {
p = 1;





static double N54836cd548(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 1.0) {
p = 1;





static double N5e3f4c49(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[2] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[2].equals(”Female”)) {
p = 0;





static double N2b8d96c450(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[6] == null) {
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p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Clerical”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5ca5343251(i);
} else if (i[6].equals(”Professional”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N73552c7453(i);
} else if (i[6].equals(”Manual”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N6dcace4f65(i);
} else if (i[6].equals(”Skilled Manual”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N1daedcd966(i);





static double N5ca5343251(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[10] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Europe”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N6205ee2252(i);
} else if (i[10].equals(”Pacific”)) {
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p = 1;





static double N6205ee2252(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = 1;





static double N73552c7453(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5cd9aed354(i);





static double N5cd9aed354(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 60000.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5764ce4455(i);





static double N5764ce4455(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[7] == null) {
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p = 1;
} else if (i[7].equals(”Yes”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N1b21ff2f56(i);





static double N1b21ff2f56(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N54f8749357(i);





static double N54f8749357(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
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if (i[2] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[2].equals(”Female”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N3ad8a7a58(i);





static double N3ad8a7a58(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[1] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N765e517859(i);





static double N765e517859(Object []i) {
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double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 38.0) {
p = 0;





static double N2a36d9fe60(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 19465.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N7721c85861(i);






static double N7721c85861(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[1] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N4ae8468262(i);





static double N4ae8468262(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 16571.0) {
p = 1;






static double N576d273963(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N3f2a3c0664(i);





static double N3f2a3c0664(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 80000.0) {
p = 0;






static double N6dcace4f65(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 20863.0) {
p = 1;





static double N1daedcd966(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 35.0) {
p = 1;






static double N432539c867(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 1.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N40f49be868(i);





static double N40f49be868(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[10] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Europe”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Pacific”)) {
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p = 0;





static double N7b27bda869(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 60000.0) {
p = 0;





static double N6e149fc270(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[5] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (i[5].equals(”Graduate Degree”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Partial College”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.Nc04b20471(i);
} else if (i[5].equals(”High School”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Bachelors”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N218659d874(i);





static double Nc04b20471(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[1] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N8432ac672(i);






static double N8432ac672(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 50000.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N71ad316673(i);





static double N71ad316673(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 50.0) {
p = 1;






static double N218659d874(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[7] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[7].equals(”Yes”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N7b74851975(i);





static double N7b74851975(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 43.0) {
p = 0;
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static double N1ece6ba176(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 20000.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N1fc26d477(i);





static double N1fc26d477(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[7] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[7].equals(”Yes”)) {
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p = WekaClassifier.N5159295078(i);





static double N5159295078(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 26821.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N34a76ce979(i);





static double N34a76ce979(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 3.0) {
p = 1;





static double N5bdf500080(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = 1;





static double N21fd5f1f81(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[10] == null) {
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p = 1;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Europe”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[10].equals(”Pacific”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N16ffda882(i);





static double N16ffda882(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[1] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = 1;






static double N5f76215483(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[5] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Graduate Degree”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Partial College”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N448642c284(i);
} else if (i[5].equals(”High School”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N4a88f1b385(i);
} else if (i[5].equals(”Bachelors”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N354a659590(i);





static double N448642c284(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 70000.0) {
p = 1;





static double N4a88f1b385(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[3] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 20000.0) {
p = 1;





static double N64b444ff86(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
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p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 2.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N771df4ff87(i);





static double N771df4ff87(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[7] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[7].equals(”Yes”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N4fbfce7188(i);





static double N4fbfce7188(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
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if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 49.0) {
p = 0;





static double N398a859e89(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 19441.0) {
p = 1;





static double N354a659590(Object []i) {
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double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 24586.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N2753348891(i);





static double N2753348891(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 2.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N479de0e392(i);






static double N479de0e392(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 65.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N4e177bd093(i);





static double N4e177bd093(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) {
p = 0;






static double N67c1bcbd94(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 13151.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N604e518295(i);





static double N604e518295(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 31.0) {
p = 1;






static double N35c95f3396(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[6] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Clerical”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Professional”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Manual”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Skilled Manual”)) {
p = 1;





static double N378928db97(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
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if (i[1] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[1].equals(”Married”)) {
p = 1;





static double Ndd95e5998(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 2.0) {
p = 1;





static double N39c12c2999(Object []i) {
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double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[7] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[7].equals(”Yes”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N393a555e100(i);





static double N393a555e100(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[6] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Clerical”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Professional”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Manual”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[6].equals(”Skilled Manual”)) {
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p = WekaClassifier.N24baabac101(i);





static double N24baabac101(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 22102.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N5b5cbc0a102(i);





static double N5b5cbc0a102(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[4] == null) {
p = 1;
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} else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 3.0) {
p = 1;





static double N253d6362103(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[5] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Graduate Degree”)) {
p = 1;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Partial College”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[5].equals(”High School”)) {
p = 0;
} else if (i[5].equals(”Bachelors”)) {
p = WekaClassifier.N6147ca07104(i);






static double N6147ca07104(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 40.0) {
p = 1;





static double N3020c376105(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[11] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 44.0) {
p = 1;






static double N370090a9106(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[8] == null) {
p = 1;
} else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 3.0) {
p = WekaClassifier.N6196375107(i);





static double N6196375107(Object []i) {
double p = Double.NaN;
if (i[0] == null) {
p = 0;
} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 21322.0) {
p = 0;
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} else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() > 21322.0) {
p = 1;
}
return p;
}
}
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